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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—7-1-54
For Immediate Release

(Second Summer Term-- 1)
HUNTINGTON, We VA.-—(Special)-- Students may register July 12

for the 200 classes to be offered by Marshall College during the

1954 second summer termo

Registration is scheduled for S a

4 p» mo in the main reading room of the James E

m

to

Morrow Library.

Marshall offers each person a maximum of six semester hours

of undergraduate or graduate work during the second summer term o
Anyone wishing a summer class schedule may get one at the office

of Luther E. Bledsoe, registrar and director of admissions, or by

requesting that a copy be mailed
The second summer term will be highlighted by four workshops

beginning on July 12.

The Alcohol Education Workshop, designed

to give teachers and laymen information in alcoholic addiction, will
be directed by Joseph Mo Lichtenstein, assistant professor of
psychology.

Three semester hours may be earned in this course

Conservation of Soil, Forests, and Wildlife will be given for
a three-week period with special emphasis placed upon the practical
application of conservation principles with regard to soil, forests,

and wildlife.

Three hours of graduate or undergraduate credit may

be earned.

(more).
/

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—7-1-54

(Second Summer Term*—2)
The Critic Teacher Workshop will be offered for a three-

week period beginning on July 12o

The purpose of this workshop is to

assist teachers who supervise student teachers to gain a better

understanding of the tasks of guiding student teachers.

The final workshop will be the Music Education Workshop.

This

will be given for high school vocal and instrumental music
instructors.

The choral workshop will be directed by R. Wayne

Hugoboom and the band workshop will be under the direction of Dr.

C. L. Kingsbury.

Other summer school classes available the second summer
term are in art, Bible, biological science, botany, business

administration, chemistry, economics, education, engineering, English,

geography, geology, history, home economics, journalism, library
science, mathematics, music, philosophy, physical education, physics,

political science, social studies, psychology, sociology, Spanish,
speech, and zoology.
30 -
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FROM PRESIDENT STEWART H. SMITH, Marshall College, Huntington,W.Va.

Special to xhe Parthenon

(The President on Marshall’s cultural program—1)

The Marshall College cultural program is designed to give

students the "vision of greatness that comes from hearing and

seeing the best talent in music, in drama and in ideas," President
Stewart H. Smith said today in discussing Marshall’s cultural

offerings for the 1954-55 term.
"To make a great person or a great civilization, we must

I

have great ideas and great opportunities," said Dr. Smith, " and
our cultural program helps to furnish both^j
Qlt provides a vision of greatness which we hope will become

habitual and result in moral progress.

As we listen to the

music of a great symphony orchestra, or to the lines of a

dynamic play or the words of an inspired speaker, we are in

touch with the things that lift the human spirit to visions of
strength and beauty, of solidity and hope."

The president recalled that since the Marshall College

Centennial program in 1937, students and townspeople have enjoyed
more than 350 cultural programs through the Artists Series, the

Community Forum and the convocations.

Among th© outstanding

Artists Series offerings were:
"Lost in the Stars," drama based on James fatton’s novel,
"Cry of the Beloved Country"; "The Caine Mutiny," recent Broadway
(more)
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FROM P. 3IDJNT STE,;/u.T H. i2-ITH, Marshall College, Huntington, W. Va.

(The President on Marshall’s cultural program-- 2)

hit; ’’Darkness at Moon, ti story of Communist intrigue; "John
Brown’s Body," drama based upon the Bennet poem; Fred taring’s

Pennsylvanians, noted popular band, and the New York Philharmonic
Symphony, one of the nation’s leading symphony orchestras.

The Community Forum has brought these noted figures to the
campus:

John Mason Brown, contributing editor and dramatic critic

of the Saturday Review; teill Durant, noted philosopher and
author; General Carlos Romulo, Philippine diplomat and lecturer;

Basil Rathbone, renowned actor of stage and screen; H. I. H.
Otto of Austria, contender to the former throne; talter Judd,

congressman from Minnesota, and Senator James Fulbright of
Arkansas, originator of the Fulbright peace plan.
These world personalities have appeared at the convocations:
Dr. John Sutherland Bonnell, New York minister; Dr. Joseph

Si'zoo, New York minister and theological school head; Dr. Peter
Marshall, the late U. 3. Senate chaplain; Sigmund Spaeth, tune

detective and musicologist; Kagawa, noted Japanese Christian
leader; Boris Goldovsky, head of the opera department of the

New England Conservatory of Music; Carl Sandburg, poet, journalist
('

(more)
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FROM PRESIDENT STEWART H. SMITH, Marshall College, Huntington, W.Va*

(The ^resident on Marshall’s Cultural program——3)
and author, and Mario Braggiotti, popular pianist•
The Artists Series was started in the fall of 1936 as a
feature of Marshall’s centennial year.

It has brought 144

cultural programs to the campus*
In 1945 the Marshall College Community Forum programs were

begun.

About 120 outstanding authorities of the lecture

platform have appeared before students and Forum members*

Ten years ago special convocations designed to stimulate
the student’s artistic and educational interests were begun*

"There was a time," Dr. Smith continued, "when it was only
in the large metropolitan areas that a young person might go

to college and enjoy the best in cultural entertainment*
times have changed.

But

This can be seen by the fact that every

Marshall College student, without even leaving the campus
vicinity, can enjoy the best talent in music, drama and ideas."

The president suggested that every student keep this
edition of The Parthenon as a guide to his or her participation

in the college cultural program during the 1954-55 term.
Dr. Smith said Curtis Baxter, associate professor of English 9
organized the Artists Series, the Cournmunity Forum and the

convocations program and has been largely responsible for its
(more)
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FROM PRESIDENT SEEZeXCS STEWART H. SMITH, Marshall College,
Huntington, W. Va.
(The President on Marshall’s Cultural program—4)

development•

The artists Series and Forum operate under the

authority of special board#
- 30 -
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—7-1-54

For Imr/iediate Release

(Lois Ann Thomas—1)
Lois Ann Thomas, daugher of Mr. and ^rs. Maynard Thomas

of 2575 Third Avenue and Marshall College sophomore, has received
notice from the Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity national headquarters

in Memphis, Tenn., that the winner of the National Dream Girl

Contest will receive an all-expense paid trip to France.

Lois is the Dream Girl candidate representing Marshall’s Delta
(

Iota chapter of Pi Kappa Alpha.

The three finalists of the contest will receive an all
expense trip to the National Convention which is held in

Memphis, September 2-6.

Delegates to the convention from the

109 chapters throughout the United States will select the
winner•

Pi Kappa Alpha, a national social fraternity, was founded

at the University of Virginia in 1866 and now has a total
membership of 45,000.

John F. E. Hippel of Philadelphia is the

national presidents

- 30 -
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, HUNTINGTON, W> VA.—7-1-JU

To Logan News, Logan, W, Va,
For Immediate Release

(Mother and daughter enrolled——1)
Mrs, Rebecca D, Cook and her daughter, Mrs, Florence Cock

Shelton, both of Man, are enrolled at Marshall College in
Huntington and working for degrees•

The mother, who has three hours credit in biological

science towards the master of arts degree, first enrolled at
Marshall in 1928, when the

daughter was only a year old.

Mrs. Shelton has two children, Carolyn,

and Michael, 2.

She is a senior enrolled in teachers college.

Beth Mrs, Cook and Mrs, Sheltnn are teaching in the South

Man Elementary School in Man,

Mrs, Georgia Waldron, a sister of Mrs, Cook, is also enrolled
at Marshall for this summer term.

She teaches at Mallory

Elementary School, In Logan county.
- 30 -
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va.-7-1-54
To Glenville Democrat, Glenville, W. Va.

For Immediate Release

(Earl Gainer—1)

Earl Gainer of Glenville is one of the seven high school

athletic coaches enrolled in graduate school at Marshall College
in Huntington.
Gainer is coach of basketball and baseball at Normantown
High School in Gilmer County.

- 30 -
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W.Va,— 7-1-JM-

To Logan Banner, Logan, W, Va.

For Immediate Release

(Mrs. Georgia Waldron-- 1)
Mrs. Georgia DoWaldron, of Man, is one of the five students

now enrolled at Marshall College in Huntington who first

enrolled at least 20 years ago.
Mrs. Waldron first enrolled in 1926 at Marshall.

She has

taught in Logan County for 22 years and did substitute teaching

in Wayne County five years, attending summer terms and taking

all extension work possible.

In 1932 she was married to Rufus J. Waldron, who is employed

by the Guyan Eagle Coal Company.

c

!ren.

They are the parents of two

Bette and Jackie who are students at Man High School.

She hopes to send them to Marshall.

Mrs. Waldron, a member of the faculty of the Mallory
Grade School, expects to complete work for the bachelor cf
arts degree in 1955.
- 30 -
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W.Va.-?-!-^

To Ashland Independent, Ashland, Kentucky
For Immediate Release

(W# B. Reeves-—1)
W. B. Reeves, of Route 2, is one of the five students
now enrolled at Marshall College in Huntington , W. Va. who

first enrolled at least 20 years ago.
A retired West Virginia teacher, now teaching in Boyd

County, Kentucky, Mr. Reeves first enrolled at Marshall
ago, and has attended during summer terms.

He has taught for 39 years, of which 27 have been in

r

Logan County.

His wife is a teacher at Summit, Kentucky.

They have a daughter, Eileen Reeves Blackburn of Long

Island, Nev? York, who graduated from Marshall College in 19^0.
She has two children and plans to send them to Marshall.
Mr. Reeves will complete work for a bachelor of arts

degree in January 1955*

- 30 -
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, HUNTINGTON, W. VA.-7-l-jh-

To Kanawha Valley Leader, Nitro, W. Va.

For Immediate Release

(Two High School coaches---!)
Bob Anderson, coach of Winfield High School and Don Brown,
of Red House, coach of Poca High School, are

dr the

seven high school athletic coaches enrolled in graduate school
at Marshall College this summer•

- 30 -
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, HUNTINGTON, W. VA.—7-1-51+

To Fayette Tribune, Oak Hill, W. Va.

For Immediate Release

(Charles Fieldson-—1)
Charles Fieldson, of Mount Hope, is one of the seven high
school athletic coaches enrolled in graduate school at Marshall

College this summer.

Fieldson has coached for the past two

years at Matewan High School in Mingo county, end expects to
receive his masterA’s degree in history this summer.

- 30 -
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W*Va.—7-1-5^

To Bluefield Daily Telegraph, Bluefield, W. Va.

For Immediate Release

(Ivan Repass——1)

Ivan Repass, of 637 Shenandoah Avenue, is one of the
seven high school athletic coaches enrolled in graduate school
at Marshall College this summer.

Repass is basketball coach at Beaver High School.
* 30 -
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^Farley Praises

Marshall Coach
Tribute to Football Coach Herb
Royer of Marshall College was
voiced by Francis (Skeets) Far
ley of Charleston in an address at
a Huntington Kiwanis Club meet
ing yesterday at the Hotel Prich- .
ard.
;
Mr. Farley, a former assistant ]
coach and business manager at
Marshall, said Marshall has one i
of the nation’s outstanding
coaches in Mr. Royer. He said he
has followed Mr. Royer’s coaching
for years and that in the football
seasons to come the Big Green
fans will see his ability demon
strated.
Mr. Farley, now secretary of
the West Virginia Petroleum As
sociation, spoke on “Good Govern
ment.” He said that while good
government is what everyone
wants, it can only be obtained
through the united action of the
people as a whole.
. Kiwanian Herbert Smith an
nounced that the club will have a
box lunch meeting next Tuesday
at the Kiwanis Day Nursery.
I.
...................
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16—The Huntington Advertiser—Thurs., July 1, 1954 •i returned Tuesday from Appomat-1

“

. •

Ceredo-Kenova

——

■

—— tox, Va.» where she attended the
wedding of her niece. Miss Na
dine Burnett to Kemp Pruden
Nixon of Lincolnton, N. C. Sat
urday at 4 P. M. in the Hebron
Church of Appomattox.

Dr, Hardgrove Given
Promotion At College

Harry T. Breece, president of
the youth fellowship of the Ke
nova Presbyterian Church left
Monday to attend a Presbyterian
Dr. Clarence Hardgrove, daugh serious injuries received a month leadership training school at Massanetta Springs, Va.
ter 4of Mrs. Byron Ferguson of ago when he fell from a carriage
loft
in
which
he
was
playing.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren S. Wood
-Sandy River road, has been pro
The child suffered a fractured
moted to professor in the mathe skull, brain concussion and had as their guests for dinner
Sunday at their home on Walnut
matics department at Northern broken collarbone. Mrs. Edding- street, Mr. and Mrs. Stanley E.
State Teachers* College at De- ton was formerly Miss Ruth Wood and children, Louise Ann,
.Kalb, Ill,, effective July 1, Dr. Eloise Grate of Ceredo.
Nancy and Stanley, and Miss
-Hardgrove received her doctor’s . Brigadier General Howard E. Wilda Wood.
degree at Ohio State University Kessinger returned by plane to Mrs. H. H. Cyrus of Kenova is
and has been a member of the Fort Bragg, N. C., Tuesday, after improving from surgery at St.
spending several days with his
and Mrs. Guy E. Eddington of father, Mr. J. E. Kessinger of Mary’s Hospital in Huntington.
Mrs. Cyrus suffered a broken
.faculty at the Illinois College for Kenova,
.and .sister, Mrs. Ran hip in a recent fall at her home
the last four years.
dolph Hall of Ceredo. He also on Chestnut street.
I
Steven, five-year-old son of Mr. visited relatives in Huntington.
Dayton, 0., is recovering from Mrs. O. S. Burnett of Kenova Clarence Mullins Jr., son of
- Mi’, and Mrs. Clarence Mullins of
I Chestnut street, Kenova, under| went an appendectomy Tuesday
I at St. Mary’s Hospital in Hun’ tington.

Mrs. James Keyser of Kenova
is the guest of her sister, Mrs.
Charles Johnson of Portsmouth,
0. Mrs. Johnson has been very
ill for several weeks in a Ports-1,
mouth hospital.
C. N. Lawson of Kenova con
tinues seriously ill at the C. & O.
Hospital in Huntington.
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W.Va.—7-2-54

To Logan Banner, Logan, W. Va.
For Immediate Release

(David Browning-—1)

David Browning, of Lorado, is enrolled in teachers

college at Marshall College in Huntington this summer
after receiving a master’s degree in political science last

summer.
Browning spent three years in the Air Force with a

few months overseas on the Marshall Islands where atomic
bombs were tested.
He received the armed service discharge in 1949, and

entered Marshall College to major in political science.
He planned to enter the foreign service of the state department after receiving his master’s degree.

After his father’s death in 1952, Browning decided to
teach and stay at home with his mother for at least a

year.
He enjoyed last years’ teaching at Lorado High School
so much that he enrolled at Marshall this summer to take the

education courses required for a first class secondary

certificate.

Browning plans to finish next summer.
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W.Va.—7-2-54

To Moundsville Echo, Moundsville, W. Va.

For immediate Release

(Nancy Lee Allen---1)

Miss Nancy Lee Allen, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Allen of 110 Cedar Avenue, sailed for France June 30, where
she will study for six weeks at the Sorbonne in Paris with a

group of students from Temple University*

Upon completion of her work at the Sorbonne, Miss Allen
hopes to have two weeks for travel before returning home©
She plans to visit England, Scotland and other countries on

the continent during her travels*

She will receive credit

from Temple University toward her master’s degree.

Miss Allen received the Bachelor of Arts Degree with a

major in French from Marshall College in Huntington in May, 1953
and taught last year at Fairfax Hall, a girls school in

Virginia.
At Marshall Miss Allen was a member of Kappa Delta Pi,

a national educators society; Alpha Lambda Delta, an honorary

academic fraternity; Le Cercle Francais, a French club;- and Future Teachers of America.

She was a board member of the

Chief Justice yearbook®
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W.Va.-7-2-54
To Point Pleasant Register, Point Pleasant, W. Va.
For immediate Release

(Mrs. Anyse Conrad and son Byron-—1)

Mrs. Anyse Conrad and her son, Byron, commute daily from
Glenwood to classes at Marshall College in Huntington.
Mrs. Conrad has taught for six years in one" room schools

in Mason county.

Majoring in elementary education, Mrs. Conrad has
earned 40 semester hours tov/ard the Bachelor of Arts Degree©

Byron Conrad is a freshman enrolled in teachers college.
- 30 -
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^College Geology Museum
Gets Volcanic Rock
'
Two collections of volcanic rock from Hawaii have been
■ received by the geology department at Marshall College, gifts
■ from the Bishop Museum of Honolulu and from Gene McCoy, ;
a Huntington graduate in geology from Marshall, who is presently stationed with the armed forces in Hawaii.
The collections, which Professor Raymond E. Janssen is •
now preparing for permanent display in the college geology
museum, include specimens from Moana Loa and Kilauea,
Hawaii’s principal volcanoes. The rock specimens include lava,
bassalt and volcanic bombs, the latter being curious-shaped
rock formed when molten volcanic magma solidified before i
it fell to earth.

- (

Pssyn© J^CaOiross©s <
Class At College
Assistant Civil Defense Director
Walter W. Payne said this morn-;
ing that “the changed character
of modern war has put the bat
tle front in your backyard.”
The former mayor made his
statement in a talk on Civil De
fense to Dr. G. Wayne Smith’s
class in fundamental social prob
lems at Marshall College.
Mi*. Payne pointed out that Hun
tington is a vital area in the U. S. i
defense system and he asked his
audience to join their local Civil i
t
iDefense organization now.
I “War will come sooner or v
later,” he added, “and in an '
atomic attack only YOU can pro
tect yourself.”
»
|

|o
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(COLLEGE OF ARTS AMD SCIENCES BULLETIN---- 1)

EDUG AM OTj AN ADVANTAGE

In the face of high living costs, there may be a tendency
for parents and the new high school graduate to feel that

getting an immediate job is the important thing for a young person.
There is ample evidence, however, that the best way for a young
person to get ahead today is to go to college first.

A college program is carefully planned by men who know

exactly what demands are made upon young people in every business

College training helps one tolearn from the
experiences of others, thus shortening the

and error period

through which every beginner must go in whatever field he may

be employed,
i

Aside from its vocational value, college training enables

anyone to enjoy a fuller life.

The person with a broad background

of knowledge has a better understanding of the world in which
we live and has a greater opportunity to enjoy its benefits.

MARSHALLS PURPOSE
Marshall College strives for the highest development of

the SEilsagsXz^iE^ personality of its students.

It encourages

them in the attainment of scholarship and the acquisition of skills e
Furthermore, the college recognizes an obligation to contribute
to the cultural growth of its community.

Various departments of

the college provide for education and training in specialized fields
('

to prepare for professional, technical, and industrial careers*

Al

I

I
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(COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES BULLETIN ^-2)
A BROAD EDUCATION

PLUS SPECIALIZATION

In the words of the Scottish educator, John Stuart Mill, the
purpose of a liberal arts college is to make, ’’Cultivated and
capable human beings,—-Men are men before they are lawyers or
physicians or manufacturers; and if you make them capable and sensible

men they will make themselves capable and sensible lawyers and
physicians.”

Toward this end the college of arts and sciences at Marshall
insists that its students complete courses which are selected from
the humanities (English, foreign languages, speech, physical
education, the sciences (botany and zoology, chemistry, geology,

mathematics, physics), and the social sciences (economics,

history, philosophy, political science, psychology, sociology)*
At the same time, it provides an opportunity for the student to
select a major and thus secure a degree of specialization in one
S' A listing of these ares^will be
of some 26 different area^
are
found elsewhere in this bulletin*

ENGINEERING
The college of Arts and Sciences provides work in engineering

which leads to the degree, Bachelor of Engineering Science.

As

a candidate for this degree the student may elect any one

of several options from, general engineering, business administration, chemistry, civil, geology, mechanical design, physics*
(more)
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(COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES BULLETINJ-J
Through the selection of an option the student, in several
instances, is able to combine training in engineering with that

. in some other academic area.

To avoid possible confusion it

should be stated that Marshall College does not offer the

professional degrees in engineering as B.S.C.E., B.S. Ch. E. and
B.S.E.E.
PREPROFESSIONAL TRAINING
Many high school graduates look forward to admission to a

professional school of medicine, law, dentistry, etc.

Without

exceptions such schools require preprofessional college training*

Some of these programs are rather rigidly fixed while others
provide considerable latitude.

In any instance the student will

have more than ample opportunity at Marshall to get the courses which
he needs for admission to the professional school*
ASSOCIATE DEGRESS
Many high school graduates are unable to finance a

four-year college program but can spend two years in college.

Such

persons may become candidates for one of the two-year degrees,.

associate in Science.

As a candidate for one or the other

of these degrees the student may follow a program selected from

general education, general business, accounting, retailing,

secretarial training or laboratory technology.

Each of these

programs is so constructed that the student may follow with the
four-year bachelor’s degree if he so desires*

NEW DEGREES
The degrees, Bachelor of Science in Chemistry and Bachelor of

(more)
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Business administration have been more recently added to the
offerings of the college of Arts and Sciences.

Each of them

offers training for professional work in their respective

fields.

The first one was introduced to meet the increasing

demands from industry for college graduates who have an intensive
As a candidate for the latter degree

training in chemistry.

the student may choose an area of concentration from accounting,

banking and finance, business management, marketing-retailing
or secretarial training.

The degree was introduced to better

meet the needs of young men and women who wish to find a career
in the business world©
MAJORS

r

The College of Arts and Sciences offers the student an

opportunity to concentrate as follows:
A. Baccalaureate Degree with Majors in these fields:
...

.

'

..

60&I

.....

•: • •?

Art, Advertising, Bible ana Religion, Biological Science,'
Botany, Business Administration (Accounting, Banking and
Finance, Business Management, Marketing and Retailing,
and Secretarial), Chemistry, Economics, EngineeringGeneral (BES Degree), English, French, Geography, Geology,
German, History, Home Economics,(Dietetics or Homemaking )
Journalism, Latin, Mathematics, Musi,c, Philosophy,
Physical Education, Physics; Political Science, Psychology
Sociology, Spanish, Speech, and Zoology.
’
*

5, &rA

B. Pre-professional work:
Pre-Dentistry, Pre-Engineering, Pre-Forestry, Pre-^aw,

Pre-Medical, Pre-Veterinary Medicine, Pre-Medicine Technology,
/

Pre-Nursing-Occupational Therapy, Pre-Optometry, Pre-Pharmacy,
and Pre-Dietetics©

O,-

6
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Two-Year Curricula Leading to the Associate Degree in the

Following Fields:
Accounting, General Business, Retailing, and Secretarial©

ENTRANCE REQU I REM EMS

Entrance requirements for the college of Arts and Sciences

are essentially the same as those for admission to Marshall
College.

There is, however, some variation according to the

degree for which the student will become a candidate 9 (See

sheet on admission.)

FURTHER INFORMATION
For further information about the college of Arts and

Sciences, see or write to the Dean, College of Arts and Sciences,
Marshall College, huntingtori^z Persons interested in a teaching

career should communicate with the Dean of the Teachers College*
and ask for a copy of the Teachers College bulletin©

(
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PLAN A CAREER IN TEACHING

A profession in which there is a need for 100,000 new
teachers every year offers a genuine opportunity for the
enterprising young American-.

Teaching is the nation’s leading

profession, both from the standpoint of the numbers engaged in
its pursuits and the value it has for humanity.

MARSHALL LEADS STATE

Marshall College is West Virginia1s largest teacher training
school.

It has a Laboratory school embracing a kindergarten,

elementary school and high school program*

its students have an

opportunity to do full-time student teaching either in Huntington

or in the public schools of Cabell or neighboring counties.
Marshall led all other institutions in the state last year in

the number of its teacher graduates who took school jobs.
GOOD SALARIES

Salaries in teaching are reasonably adequate, starting at

§260.00 per month for beginning teachers with four-year degrees,

and reaching §3#1*00 per month for those with years of experience
and a Master1s Degree.

JOB SECURITY
Job security is excellent, with continuing contracts

following three years of service, sick leave up to five days

per year, and pay if you become permanently disabled.

Retirement

benefits are definite and reasonable.

The Teachers College Placement Bureau is maintained
to aid our graduates in finding employment.
(more)
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A FRIENDLY CALDUS

At Marshall College you will like the atmosphere of

friendliness.

There are more than 60 social, professional

and interest clubs and societies to add interest to your

student life.

STUDENT HOUSING
Two campus dormitories are available for women, while

men are housed in a campus dormitory and an off-campus
housing unite

A third dormitory for women is under construction®

In addition., there are a cozen fraternity and sorority houses

and numerous college inspected private homes offering housing
for students*

A SEAS OF CCNOENTRATION

The Teachers College offers the student an opportunity to
concentrate as follows:
A. Elementary Certificate
First-Class Elementary Certificate (B. A. Degree; valied

for 5 years in grades 1 through 9); Second-Class Elementary

Certificate (3 years; valid for 4 years in grades 1 through
6); Third-Class Elementary Certificate (2 years; valid for 3

years in grades 1 though 8)ft

B.

Kindergarten-Primary Curriculum (B.A. Degree; valid for

5 years in kindergarten and grades 1, 2, and 3)

C.
(

0

Public School Certificate (B.A. Degree; valid for 5 years

in elementary or high school)#
Do

First-Class High School Certificate (b. A. Degree; valid for

5 years in grades 7 through 12.

Select Two High School Teaching

(more)
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Fields From Those Listed Belov;:

Art, Biological Science, Commerce (Business Principles,
Occupational), English, French, Vocational Home Economics

(one field), Latin, Mathematics, Music, Speical Teachers and
Supervisors of Music (one field), Physical Education,
Physical Science, Physical and General Science, Social Studies,

Speech.
TEACHING FIELDS
ART
Preparation in this teaching field includes experience in
drawing, painting and sculpture, a study of the theory of

color and design, history and appreciation, the crafts and the
teaching of art in elementary, junior and senior high schools.

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE
Study in this teaching field includes courses in general

biology, botany, bacteriology, genetics, Human Anatomy and
physiology and zoology.

General chemistry is the basic

physical science in this field.
COMMERCE

Preparation in this teaching field includes courses in
typewriting, accounting, shorthand, secretarial training and
office practice, and general business.

ENGLISH
Preparation in this teaching field includes a study of

(more)
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(TEACHERS COLLEGE BULLETIN-- 4)
oral and written expression, a study of select works in American and
English literature, and courses in the drama, novel, and poetry,

THE LANGUAGES (FRENCH, GERMAN, LATIN MW SPANISH)
The courses offered in each of the teaching fields listed

above are designed to prepare the prospective teacher in the
areas of conversation, grammar, the literature and culture of the
language being studied0

o

t>
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TEACHERS COLLEGE

BULLETIN-—2)

SCHOOL LIBRARIANS

Preparation in this field includes a study of children1s

literature, the administration and organization of school

libraries, cataloguing and classifying boo%:s and other
publications, bibliographies and references, book selection,

history of books and libraries, and experiences working in a

school library.
HOME ECONOMICS

The courses required in this teaching field include a study
of foods, nutrition, textiles, household economics and

r

The program

mechanics, house planning and interior decoration*

of study also includes methods in adult education and methods
and materials for teaching home economics in junior and senior

high schools.

A student completing a program of study in home

economics is eligible for a First Class High School Certificate

for teaching vocational home economics*

MATHEMATICS
Preparation in this field incoudes a study of algebra,

geometry, trigonometry, calculus, the theory of equations and

fundamental concepts and the history of mathematics*
MUSIC
There are two areas of preparation in music.

A studdnt

may prepare for teaching either vocal or instrumental classes
in Grades 1 through 12, or prepare to teach in Grades 7 through

12.

In each program of study the student selects a major

(more)
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MUSIC (Continued)

interest in applied music (vocal or instrumental) and studies

in this area each of eight semesters along with courses in the
theory and history of music*

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Preparation in this teaching is offered for men and

women.

Students may prepare to be teachers of physical

education for both elementary and high schools or, they may

limit thei preparation to teaching in the junior and senior
high school.

In preparing to teach physical education students

study courses in theory and practice, such as anatomy,

physiology and kinesiology, health education and hygiene,
organization and administration of health and physical education,

team sports, recreational activities, school and communtiy
activities, and rhythms.

PHYSE AL SCIENCE

Preparation in this teaching field includes the study

of chemistry, geology, and physics.

Students completing a

teaching field in this area are qualified to teach chemistry and

physics in senior high schools•
SOCIAL STUDIES

Preparation in this teaching field includes the study

of courses in general education involving the development
of our social institutions and a consideration of contemporary
social problems.

Included also in the area of the social

(

studies is the study of European and American History,
History., geography, and government of West Virginia,
(more)
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SOCIAL STUDIES (Continued)
American National government, economics, geography, and
sociology*
Students completing a teaching field in the area of the
■

social studies are able to teaching courses in junior and

senior high schools, such as civics, economics, American and
World history, problems in American government, geography, and

sociology♦
SPEECH
Preparation in this teaching field includes a study
(

of practical public speaking, acting, debate, voice training,
fundamentals of radio and television, play production, oral

interpretation of literature, speech correction, and

a study of the direction of various speech activities which are
a part of the program in junior and senior high schools*

FURTHER INFORMATION
For further information abBiut Teachers College, see or write

the Dean of Teachers College, Marshall College, Huntington, W.Va

For information about the non-teaching professions, see or write
the Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences*
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Wednesday
July 7, 1954

This is the wording of the departmental insert sheet
covering your department.

If you have suggestions to

make regarding changes, please let me h< ve this information
not later than Thursday, July S, 3 P«M«
The version attached hereto is subject to the approval

of President Smith and the academic Deans•
Sincerely,

James H. Herring, Director
Marshall College
Information Service
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Wednesday, July 7, 1951*

Mr. Gullickson and Miss Robinson:

This is the wording of the departmental insert sheet

covering your department.

Space limitations make it necessary

that it be shortened to this form.

If you have suggestions

to make regarding changes, please let me have this information

not later than Thursday, July 8, 3 p. m.

1*11 be in Iowa after

Friday for the rest of the summers

The version attached hereto is subject to the approval

r

of President Smith and the academic deans.
Will each of you see that the other gets to see this
copy?

Sincerely,

F

James H. Herring, Director
Marshall College Information Service
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July 8, 195*+

Mr. Bledsoe,
This is the proposed copy (with areas to be completed

by you) for insert sheets covering Admission and Expenses.
If you wish to recommend changes, would appreciate your

letting me know by 3 P» m. today.
Friday for the rest of the s

I’ll be in Iowa after

er

(

J. H. Herring
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ART AT MARSHALL COLLEGE
TRAINING IN ART

Marshall College offers great advantages for those students
■who are interested in the fine arts.

The budding artist or

sculptor will find that study at Marshall will greatly benefit

him
The Fine Arts Department offers extensive study in the

fields of drawing, water color painting, oil painting,
caly modeling, lettering, art education, art appreciation,
and the history of cart©

Even those students who lack the natural talent for

art work will find that courses such as Art Appreciation or
the History of Art will make them more aware of the creative
ability of others.

A knowledge of art and the technical

points concerned with it v/ill help make life more enjoyable
for anyone©
TEACHERS OF ART
Marshall College’s program will prepare students for

positions as teachers of art on the elementary, high

school, or college level as well as offering a general program
of study as part of the liberal education.

Many former Marshall Fine Arts majors are now successfully

engaged in teaching careers while others are established in
fields such as advertising art, industrial design, interior

decoration, and technical illustration©

The Fine Arts Department at Marshall has full use of
the James E. Morrow Library as well as classrooms, studios,
and workshops facilities©

(more)
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CIRCULATING

art galleries

Frequently circulating art galleries are arranged by the
Department and shown in the Art Gallery of the Library©

These exhibitions and the art collections at Huntington
Galleries contribute much toward maintaining the student’s

interest and enthusiasm in the pursuit of studies#

/

I
f^eld

Two full-time teachers with distinguished records ?in the

of

/
art

as well .as in the field

; compose the faculty.

/
of creative

!

f )
painting

Professor Joseph Jablonski, head' of

the Fine--'/trfs Department, is assisted by assistant professor..
I

;4r^’au.K JS arpent, er r
MAJOR IN ..ART
-*

——’

Students in the College of Arts and Sciences may major

in Art by taking the following courses*

6‘.hours Drawing, 3 hours of Principles of Drawing and
Painting, 5 hours of Design, 6 hours in the area of

Sculpture, Water Color Painting and Oil Painting, and 6
hours of History of Art©

Other courses offered in the Fine Arts Department at

Marshall include; Principles of Drawing and Painting, and
Theory of Design; Creative Experession in the Fine Arts;

Lettering; CommerciaX Art; Creative Expression in Applied Art;
(more)
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(ART AT MARSHALL COLLEGE---- 3)

Kindergarten-Primgry Art; Materials and Methods; Water Color

PaSnting; Figure Drawing; and Oil Painting,,
FURTHER IHFORMATIOjT

For further information about art at Marshall, see or write
to the Head of the Department of Art, Marshall College, Huntington,

W. Va.

(
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MUSIC AT MARSHALL COLLEGE
CURRICULA IN MUSIC
Several curricula leading to the Bachelor of Arts Degree

and Master of Arts Degree are offered at Marshall College*
1.

Single field curriculum in music:

This music curri-

culum leads to the Bachelor of Arts Degree in the Marshall
Teachers College and prepares the student for the special
non-academic teachers certificate qualifying him to teach in
all grades from one through twelve*

This curriculum includes

72 credits in music*

2*

Curricula for a major in music and a major in one

other field (double field)*

ihese curricula lead to the

Bachelor of Arts Degree in Teachers College with 42 credit
hours in music and prepare^

£

student^ for the first class

high school certificate,qualifying him to teach music and
one other field selected by the student as a second major
on the high school level*

3.

Major in elementary education with a minor in music:

This curriculum is particularly for students majoring in
elementary education with emphasis in music courses.
semester hours of music are included.

Eighteen

This certificate

entitles students to teach all elementary school subjects

including music

4*

Music major in the college of Arts and Sciences;

This curriculum leads to the Bachelor of Arts degree in the

College of Arts and Sciences and includes 40 semester hours
in music.

This curriculum prepares students for private studio

teaching, professional music, college teaching, and a number
(more)
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Of related fields in music.

However, it does not prepare a

student for a certificate to teach music in elementary or

high school levels.

5.

This

Music minor in the College of Arts and Sciences:

curriculum includes the concentration of 12 semester hours

of music courses that will be taken in addition to a second
minor field in another subject and a major field as well as

other general course requirements in the College of Arts and

This curriculum is for students who are interested

Sciences.

in some music study but do not wish to prepare for a music

profession.

6.

Music major curriculum in the Graduate School:

Several

curricula are offered in the Graduate School with a major in

music education leading to the Master of Arts Degree.

The

student may have an emphasis in instrumental music, vocal music*
or music supervision which prepares the student for the music

supervisor’s certificate.
MUSIC ORGANIZATIONS
Students interested in music have opportunities at Marshall
to join organized groups of singers or musicians.

Singing

groups include the Symphonic Choir, the Men’s Concert Choir,

the A Capella. Choir, and the Choral Union.
are the Marching Band, the Concert Band,

r '

Instrumental groups
the ^rchestra^

(more)
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OTHER INFORMATION ABOUT MUSIC
For other information about music at Marshall College,

see or write the head of the Department of Music, Marshall
College, Huntington, W* Va0

(
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SPEECH AT MARSHALL COLLEGE
The Department of-Speech deals primarily with the spoken word#

The aim is to promote intelligent and intelligible talking among
all who meet with others in oral communication situations.

The

Department is in the Division of Humanities in the College of Arts

and Sciences*

SPEECH AREAS

Each speech course falls into one of five areas.

Public

speaking includes such courses as Business and Professional Speech,

Debate, Extemporaneous Speaking, and Public address.

The theatre

area involves classes in Acting, Play Production, Play Direction,

Play Writing, and Childrens Theatre.

The radio and television

section deals with News-casting, Announcing, Use of Radio in the
Classroom, Radio, Television and Society, Radio and Television
Production, and Fundamentals of Radio and Television.

Courses

in interpret- at ion are Dramatic Reading and Platform Art, Story
Telling and Dramatization, and Oral Interpretation of Literature.

The speech correction area involves Voice Training, Phonetics,
Speech Correction, and Audiology and Hearing problems*

Seven instructors and professors offer the 2S courses in
speech*
SPEECH MAJOR OR MINOR

Students in either the college of Arts and Scienes or Teachers

College may major or minor in speech.
taken for graduate credit*

Some of the courses may be

A major in the College of Arts and Sciences

consists of 29 hours of selected courses distributed among the
five areas already mentioned.

A major in Teachers College con-

sists of 32 semester hours credit which also rn^st be distributed

(more)
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among the five areas.

SPEECH AN AID
Although speech courses are geared basically to the
development of a liberal arts education, they aid one materially
in getting established in many businesses and professions.

Many

of the professional schools now require students to have had
speech courses before being admitted.

Many of the courses, too 9

are naturally affiliated with businesses and professions©

The Department is housed in the Science Hall.

In addition

to offices and classrooms, the Speech Clinic and Radio Studios
are located there.

The Radio Studios are the most modern and

extensive educational studios in the state©

They are furnished

with the best equipment available and are air-conditioned#

SPEECH ACTIVITIES
Extra-curricular activities sponsored by the speech department
include:

The Marshall College Theatre, which produces four major
plays per year; forensics, with participation by the debate

teams, orators and extemporaneous speakers;

west Virginia

Intercollegiate Speech Festivals; and chapters of Alpha Psi Omega,

national honorary dramatic fraternity, ano Pi Kappa Delta,

national honorary forensics fraternity#
OTHER INFORMATION ABOUT SPEECH
For other information about speech at Marshall, see or write

the head of the Department of Speech, Marshall College, Uuntington,
(

W# Va#
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PHYSICS AT MARSHALL COLLEGE

Physics is one of the basic sciences.

It deals with energy

in all its forms, with the inter-relations of matter with energy,
and with the structure of matter.

Physics is the foundation

The

upon which engineering and all technology are built *

physicist is primarily interested in studying the laws which

govern the operation of Nature, and in learning increase the

security, comfort and enlightenment of mankind*
THE NEED FOR PHYSICISTS ■
There are now about 17,000 physicists in the United States,

More

and this number is doubling about every eight years.

physicists are being trained than ever before, but the demand

for their services grows faster than the supply.

Not only do the

new fields of science and technology, such as those associated with

atomic energy and electronics, bring many demands for new

physicists, but in addition old fields such aseptics and acoustics

are growing at increasing rates*
Most of the opportunities for physicists are in the

laboratories of industrial organizations or the federal government
or as teachers in colleges and the secondary schools.

Industry

provides many opportunities for physicists, ranging from basic

scientific researdh, through invention and development work, to
trouble shooting and control of factory processes*

Salaries of

physicists range from #3000 to 20,000 ger year depending upon the

nature and responsibility of the position*
(

(more)
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(physics AT MARSHALL COLLEGE),
MkRSHKLL DEGREES IN PHYSICS

There are two curricula which a student may pursue at

Marshall.

He may take the regular curriculum which will

lead to a Bachelor of Science degree with a major in physics.

A student planning to take graduate work in physics or teach
the sugject should follow this curriculum.

Anyone planning

to advance in the field of physics should plan to take one or
A student may elect to take the

more graduate degrees.

curriculum in General Engineering with a Physics Option
which leads to a Bachelor of Engineering Science degree
Such a student would be qualified for many positions in

industrial or governmental laboratories.

-PHYSICS FACULTY ,
(

i

Members of the Physics facultyshave received degrees

from Cornell University, University of Michigan, Louisiana
k
/■
%
( X
./
* I
fi
State/Uftiversity, and West Virginia University. xhey have

I

\

,

had industrial experience in the Research Laboratories of i;,
General''Electric Company, Pratt and Whitney Aircraft,
Raytheon Manufacturing Co., and Zenith Opitcal Co.

By holding memberships'in leading organizations of c
n
'
<
«
■
V physicists, they are able to keep abreast of the latest I
• developments in the field.

OTHER INFORMATION ABOUT PHYSICS
For other information about physics at Marshall, see

or write the head of the Department of Physics, Marshall
z

College, Huntington, «• Va.

e
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BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

AT MARSHALL COLLEGE
JOB OPPORTUNITIES
There is a continuing need for persons qualified to fill
administrative as well as subordinate positions in business.

Each year large companies send representatives to the campus to

recruit employees from among the seniors.

These interview

result in many Marshall graduates getting positions with companies
offering them opportunities for continuous advancement.

There is

always a greater demand for business administration graduates than

Marshall is able to satisfy.
Greatest opportunities are in accounting, marketing-retailing
and secretarial work.

To equip persons to work effectively in

these fields, as well as in general business, Marshall Collego
offers 27 hours of work in the accounting area, 34 hours in
marketing-retailing, 35 hours in secretarial work, and 31 hours

in general business.
DEGREES IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

For undergraduates a full program of work in one of these
fields pursued for four years leads to the Bachelor of Business

Administration degree.

Twelve of these courses may be applied

to a master’s degree in business education.

For those who cannot spend four years in residence, two-

ye nr curricula are provided.

r' !
A
**A

BUS IK:.sse' FACULTY

vThe business «dni: lustration faculty consists of ton persons,

all of whom have'advahc^degrees. The average experience
(more)
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(BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION^

in teaching and in business exceeds 15-^ears each.
IN-SERVICE TRAINING

In-service training, or paid experience, is required of

students concentrating in the Retailing and Secretarial fields®
There are many opportunities for such experience in the Accounting
field, even through it is not required®

INSTRUCTIONAL EQUIPMENT
Marshall College owns a representative stock of office and

business machines for use by students.

In the classrooms extensive

use is made of audio-visual aids®
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS

Such organizations as the Marshall Association of Retailing
Students, popularly known as the MARS Club, provide opportunity
for students to gain experience through working together on

problems and projects pertaining to their respective fields®
SCHOLARSHIPS

Information about scholarships available to students of
business administration may be obtained from the College registrar.
TEACHING BUSINESS SUBJECTS

In its Teachers College, Marshall offers training for
persons who wish to become teachers of business subjects in high

school®
FURTHER INFORMATION ON PROGRAM

For further information on business administration or business

education at Marshall College, see or write the head of the
Department of Business Administration, Marshall College,

Hunt*ington,W.Vae

if)

SCIENCE AT TEACHERS COLLEGE

MARSHALL COLLEGE

DEPARTMENT OBJECTIVES
In the Science Department of Teachers College our aim is to

offer courses that will give teachers in the public school the
training they need to enable them to arouse in their students an
interest in natural science, both physical and biological.

We

believe that natural science is as much a part of a liberal education
as the social sciences.

It is a very necessary part of the training

for good citizenship, not only for the gifted few but for everybody.

COURSES IN SCIENCE
To realize our aims we are offering the following courses in

science for teachers:
Science 107 and 108 (six hours in general biology), Science

109 and 110 (six hours in general physical science), Science 306
(three or four hours in field biology), Science 307 (three hours

in the teaching of science), Science 400 (500) (three hours in
astronomy for teachers), Science 4S2 (5$2)

(three hours in

conservation of soil, forest, and wildlife), Science 506 (606)

(four hours of advanced field biology), and Science 510 (610)
(two hours of the History of Biology).

In the selection of subject matter of these courses we have
in mind the boys and girls of the public school—their needs,

interests, and abilities©
In most of these courses we have field trips by means of the
(

college bus.

We have telescopes and other equipment for observations

of the sky from the roof of the new Science Hall; also moving
(more)
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SCIENCE AT TEACHERS COLLEGE

pictures, filmstrips, slides, and other visual aids which make the
work more interesting and give student first hand contact with nature
and teach him the scientific attitude and scientific method*

THE SCIENCE FACULTY

The science faculty of Teachers College consists of teachers

with broad, general training science and education and also with
much experience in teaching in the public school.

xhey have for

their goal good teaching in the college which will set a good example

for good teaching in the public schools.

They know by experience

the problems and needs of the public school teacher and are able
to sympathize with them and help them with their problems*
(
I

FURTHER INFORMATION ON SCIENCE

For further information on science in Teachers College, see or
write the head of the Department of Science, Marshall College,
Huntington, W. Va*

(
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POLITICAL SCIENCE
AT MARSHALL COLLEGE

PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS
The program offered in political science has two principal
objectives:

first, to prepare students for the responsibilities

of citizenship in a free society, and second, to train students electing
to major in the field so they can qualify for law and public service*

The major in political science elects a program of studies which
trains his critical intelligence by focusing on many of society’s most

challenging and interesting problems.
Students who are preparing for law school, government service

or teaching political science must obtain a minimum of

25 hours in the

field for graduation,

PREPLAN CURRICULUM

Tn
In the pre-lav/ curriculx^, these courses are required:
Introduction to Political Science, 4 hours; American National

Government, 3 hours, and American State Government, 3 hours*
Courses recommended for the pre-law student include:

Municipal Government, Political Rarties, Public Opinion,

American Constitutional Law, Public Administration, international

Relations, Contemporary World Politics, Far Eastern Politics, Politics

of the Middle East, Parliamentary Government, Modern Dictatorships,
State Administration, Early Politcal Theory, and Recent Political Theory*
y

CURRICULUM FOR GOVERNMENT SERVICE

The federal government is the largest employer today.

A number

of executive, managerial and research positions are open to those
(

trained in political science#

The U. S. Civil Service Commission has
(more)
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POLITICAL SCIENCE

established two career programs which offer outstanding opportunities

to highly qualified students with political science background.

the junior management assistant program and the junior social

science assistant#
In addition to these programs there are a number of other

civil service opportunities for which a political science background
administrative officer, social science analyst,

is of advantage:

military intelligence specialist, intelligence research specialist,
budget examiner or analyst, information specialist, junior pro

fessional assistant, organization and methods examiner, personnel

assistant, recruitment and placement assistant^
FOREIGN SERVICE
Yearly examinations are conducted for the position of
Foreign Service Officer and exceptionally able students may

qualify for these positions©
STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS

The positions under the Merit System Council in West Virginia and
other career positions under Civil Service in states and cities
offer opportunities of practical use of political science training©
■

II I1IIIIIIMI1||IW|»IIIIIII,I
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The staff^of the Department of political science is composed^

I

I

-J

I

of full-time members, all of whom/hold doctprates. ■ In addition

/

/

/

/y /
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v

to'the highest academic qualifications som£ members of the staff have
had many* years of experience \irt ^p'ecial research and government

service.
I
—-£^***^
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FURTHER INFORMATION OF POLITICAL SCIENCE

For further information about political science at Marshall,

see or write the head of the Department of Political Science,
Marshall College, Huntington, #♦ Va*
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ENGLISH AT MARSHALL COLLEGE
CAREERS IF ENGLISH

types of careers are open to the student majoring in English at Marshall
College^

4

are teaching, vzrlting and editing; with each area providing many

variations in occupational opportunity.

National statistics indicate that teaching offers some of the greatest work
opportunities of the present-day.

Teaching in elementary schools is the largest

single profession in the country; secondary school teaching is third, and college
or university teaching is the tenth largest profession.

Depending upon his ability and opportunities, the English major can consider

many writing fields.

They include free lance or independent marketing of onefs own

product, journalism (using the term broadly), publicity and advertising.
Another field open to the English major is editing.
(

This is for those who wish

to assist others on paper and whose critics,! talents exceed those of the creative
type.

Every publication from a magazine to a book has editors and English majors

may prepare for editing careers.

ENGLISH MAJOR
A major in English and American literature not only empliasir.es the humanistic
aspects of education but also provides a student with a background that will recommend

him for any number of occupations and professions.
major is Bachelor of Arts.

The normal degree for such a

Erom this degree the student may proceed to the degree

of Master of Arts either at Marshall College or at some other accredited graduate

school.

The English major may have as his minor field speech end such a closely

associated subject as dramatics and thereby enhance his chances for employment.
The general plan of work for an English major consists of training in writing,

both elementary and advanced, good surveys of English and American literature, a
I

course in

t literature, and courses in special subjects such as authors and
(more)
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ENGLISH AT MARSHALL COLLEGE
periods.

In the selection of these subjects the student is permitted often to

exercise his own choice.

Nfiawi---- ——

j

>•

— —- -

._...

Members of the English'faculty have long experience and ext ensiwdraining

/

/

f. /

/ /

j
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•me of the country* s >b;p st institutions of higher learning, f Thre^Members of/

;hi

Jepartment haveth^ degree of Doctor of Philosophy..and:-Wo others will have

J

Lt soon/

LIBHAOT

Majors in English have the advantages of a library that is well supplied with

books and current periodicals in the field.
recordings in poetry and dram.

The Department has its own library of

It sponsors the publication of pt cetera, a student

literary magazine.
OTHER I^OBMATIOH ABOUT ENGLISH
Eor further info mation about Biglish at Marshall, see or write the head of the

English Department, Marshall College, Huntington, West Virginia.
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HOME ECONOMICS
AT MARSHALL COLLEGE

The Department of Home Economics at Marshall College has a two-

fold purpose:

(1) to prepare students to take their place in society

through a home economics prograin with emphasis on better home and family

living; (2) to provide students with experiences and subject matter

to meet the requirements of a professional ho$e economist
WORK OPPORTUNIT IES
Trained home economists are especially needed as teachers,
dietitians, home economists in business and extension workers#

They

also are needed in journalism, public welfare and child care, research,
clothing industries, and institution foods, as well as in the home®
The teacher can be found working with every age group from the

preschool child to the adult.®
The nutritionist works in clinics and schools, in industries,
and in health and welfare agencies, planning ways to get an adequate

diet on various income levels9

The research worker goes into the laboratories of government
agencies, colleges, food industries, textile firms.
Designer, buyer, merchandiser - these work chiefly with fabrics,

clothes, household equipment, or home furnishings9

The extension vjorker helps families, mostly in rural areas and
in small towns, solve their problems as individuals, as a family

group, and as members of a community 0

Marshall College offers four curricula in the home economics field®

They are for the specialist in teacher education, the dietitian, the
(

,

(more)
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HOME ECONOMIC
homemaking specialist and the graduate student in home economics♦

COURSES IN HOKE ECONOMICS
Bourses offered in the field are:

Applied Art, Clothing, Textitles, Food Selection and Preparation,

Elementary Nutrition, Clothing Consturction, Experimental Cookery,

Dietetics, Child Development, Diet and Disease, Advanced Clothing
Construction, Home Nursing, ^ouse Planning, Home Decoration,
Economics of the Household, Consumer Buying, Special Topics, Quanity
Cookery, Institutional Management, Household Equipment, Home Management

House Residence, Nutrition in the Home and School, Flower Arrangement,
and Problems in Home Furnishings<>

TEACHERS EDUCATION

In teacher education these home economics courses are offered:
Advanced Methods in Home Economics Education, Methods in Adult
Home Economics Education, and Student Teaching in Home Economics
Education*

.■FACUTLY
■

.

f ,

The Home Economics Dep

'who meet the qualifications

Is pe c i a1i zed-f\ i elds 9"

•

tment is . composed of five staff members

7/

r

_ ..

:dz>^ollege teachers in all the

■

ORGANIZATIONS

Organizations for students in the field are the Home Economics
Club; Kappa Omicron Phi, an honorary group, and its alumnae
affiliate; and the Home Economics Alumnae Association*

(more)
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SCHOLARSHIPS

The registrar will provide information about scholarships

offered to students of home economics^
FURTHER INFORMATION
For further information about home economics at Marshall,
see or write the head of the Department of Horae Economics,

Marshall College, Huntington, W. Va«
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MATHEMATICS AT MARSHALL COLLEGE

MATHEMATICS---- A NECESSITY
No matter what you do after you graduate from higfe school,
the chances are that you will need more mathematics.

For many

of the fellows ano girls who went rhough high school ahead

of you found out they didn’t have enough mathematics.

They either

could not qualify for jobs they sought, or could not hold the

positions once they got them, because they lacked the necessary

training in mathematics.

WORLD COMPLICATED

The world is pretty complicated today.

Some of these

complications arise because the tremendous advancements in

science and technology demand more specially trained people •—
(

people who are well trained in mathematics and the sciences.

So if you found mathematics and science interesting in high school
and you plan to continue their study in college, the chances

are very good that you can carve out a career for yourself in
these fields.
MANY JOB OPPORTUNITIES

The job opportunities for people who are well trained in
mathematics are multitudinous.

There are a great many vocations

in life that are absolutely closed to you if you do not have

some training in mathematics.
MAJOR IN MATHEMATICS

Marshall College offers you the opportunity to major in

mathematics to satisfy the usual minimum requirement for
employment in an industrial or governmental position;

the

opportunity to train to be and elementary or high school
(more)
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MATHEMATICS AT MARSHALL
mathematics teacher; and the opportunity to learn the

mathematics needed in the study of engineering, the sciences,
and the multitude of other vocations#

The mathematics program at Marshall College is geared to
the needs of students of varying interests and capacities.

By

means of a placement system, every effort is made to place the

student in a course where he has a reasonable chance to succeed#

Opportunity is provided those who have special aptitude and
good high school preparation in mathematics to finish the

calculus by the end of the sophomore year.

This is especially

desirable for those who plan careers as mathematicians,

f

engineers, physicists, or chemists#

MATHEMATICS FACULTY
Every teacher on the Marshall College mathematics staff

is an experience college mathematics teacher.

Moreover, with

but one exception, all of them have had several years experience
in the teaching of high school mathematics#

FURTHER INFORMATION

For further information about mathematics at Marshall,
see or write the head of the Department of Mathematics, Marshall

College, Huntington, W. Va*
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JOURNALISM AT MARSHALL COLLEGS"

The Marshall College Department of Journalism offers a news*

editorial curriculum and courses in newspaper advertising,

radio journalism, industrial publications and school publications.

The Department’s primary purpose is to train students for
employment in the news-editorial departments of daily newspapers

but Courses may also be elected by students who are in other fields
and who wish to increase their understanding of the press.

A major in journalism must have a wide background of knowledge,

therefore students are required to take many outside courses
in the social sciences, psycholgoy, history and other areas.

PROFES SIGNAL TRAINING
Professional training begins in the sophomore year with
a course in reporting.

c

Here, students study the theory of news

gathering and writing and serve as reporters for the semi-weekly

student newspaper, The Parthenon.
Later, they study copyreading, the history of journalism,
and the law of the press, and have additional practice in writing

for publication.

RADIO AND ADVERTISING
In cooperation with the Department of Speech and the Department

of Business Administration, Marshall also offers a radio-journalism

sequence designed to prepare students for the fields of radio
newscasting and ra^io news editing.

cooperates withSs^

The Department of Journalism

other departments in offering a major in

advertising.

JOBS IN JOURNALISM
/

'

The practical methods of teaching journalism at Marshall

(more)
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JOURNALISM AT MARSHALL COLLEGE
One hundred

assures the student a position upon graduation.

twenty-seven persons who have graduated from Marshall College
in journalism since 1930 are working for newspapers and press
services over the world®

Journalism lectures are supplemented in the following ways:
PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE

Students cover regular beats and write and edit stories
for the Parthenon; solicit and draw up ads; transact the
business of the Parthenon; make up the paper and write the head

lines; take, process, and edit pictures; and supervise the
printing of the newspaper by offset lithography0

Frequently students visit the Huntington Publishing Company
where they become acquanited with the engraving process, the

wire photo process, the teletype-setter, the scan-o-graver and
the entire letter press printing process.

*rhey also become

familiar with the editorial side of the newspaper, and are given

special assignments to cover#
......

jz

•

The Department is staffed by three-members<,

"

.......... ...... .
■■

.

Professors W*

by Miss "
f Page Pitt, head of the department, is ably assisted
■*

- --A*
V:irginia„Lee

\s . .
James

a?®*--’ u •’

and
H. Herring#
“"^Or^graduation^ students who have fulfilled all requirements

are awarded a certificate in journalism in addition to the
bachelor1s degree#
(

'
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JOURNALISM AT MARSHALL COLLEGE
FURTHER INFORMATION

For further information on journalism at Marshall, see or

write toX^i^^sso^:W*^^'e^Rit-W Marshall College, Huntington,
W. Vao
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r-ECONOMICS AT MARSHALL COLLEGE

C

Economics deals with the problems of how groups make their

living.

It explains how the wealth and income of localities, regions,

and nations is produced, exchanged, consumed, and shared.

Prices, taxation, money and credit, capitalism and socialism,
government regulation of business, employment and international
trade are typical subjects of economic study.
£®r intelligent citizenship for all students, and especially

for students interested in

law,

r relations,

work, government servicey" business management
(economics is a valuable and often indispensable field

of study.
DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS
(,

The Department of Economics is in the College of Arts and

Sciences.

It is staffed with men of seasoned ability and offers

the student exceptional opportunity to study a wide variety of
socio-economic problems under mature guidance.

This department trains majors for work in industry, commerce,

banking and other fields, and its graduates are able to enter

the various graduate schools, many of them on scholarships or
fellowships.
An important role of the Department of Economics at Marshall

is to service other departments, such as business administration,
engineering, political science and others*

Most liberal art

students at Marshall take two or more semesters of the principles of
economics as part of their general course of study.

ECONOMICS IMPORT ANT
Students have long displayed a lively interest in economic

(more)
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ECONOMICS AT MARSHALL COLLEGE

principles and problems which deal with

value and

price, and the gneral institutional forces which shape our lives
and security.

A student would do well to take a course in economics as
early in his college career as possible, as he might find it to

be the means of awakening an interest overlooked before.

Certainly

many of our individual and societal problems stem partly and often
chiefly from the economic.

to minor in economics.

Many students find it to their advantage

This is especially advisable for those who

are preparing for professional training such as law and the ministry
COURSES IN ECONOMICS
Courses in economics offered at Marshall include the following:
Introduction to Economics, Principles of Economics, Economics

for Engineers, Current Economic Problems, Money and Banking, Publi
Utilities Economics, Public Finance, Economic Development of the
United States, Labor Problems, Labor and Government, Government and

Business, Collective Bargaining problems, Business Cycles, Contemporary
Economic Systems, The American Contribution to Economic Thought,

Classical Economics, Contemporary Economic Theory, Seminar in
Special Topics, and Research Problems.

OTHER INFORMATION ON ECONOMICS
For further information about economics at Marshall, see or

write the head of the Department of Economics, Marshall College,

Huntington, W. Va*
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GEOLOGY AT MARSHALL COLLEGE

WORK OF THE GEOLOGIST
Geology is the science which deals with the origin, nature and develop
ment of the earth and life upon it.

Geological science applies technical know

ledge to the problems of securing information from the earth’s rocky layers,
particularly in the quest for mineral resources, which are the basis of today’s

modern, way of life.
Because the secrets of the earth are difficult to read, and the resotirces
buried at depth beneath the surface are hard to find, there arise countless t.
problems which the geologist must solve if our technical civilisation is to

continue.

The geologist plays an important part in our industrial economy,

and geological science needs trained men and women.
SCIENTIST ABVEHTURJiH

The geologist is not only a scientist, but in many ways he is also a business

man, a detective, a practical adventurer.

He often works with the unknown and

by applying his knowledge of geoloq^cal processes, he notes the clues which

tell him where valuable resources may be hidden from view.
WORK ARRAS

Like other scientists, geologists usually become specialists.

Of the

16,000 geologists in the United States at present, about 60 per cent work
for the petroleum industry.

Others are engaged in mining or serve as consultan s

to other forms of Industry.

Many are on the faculties of colleges and univer

sities

Many others are employed by the federal and state governments.

Geologists

often self-emnloyed in their own businesses.

Although geology is largely a man’s profession, many women ere employed
in the field.

(more)
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TTGEirS I” GEOLOGY

Marshall College offers a full undergraduate program in geology

leading to the B. S. and A. B. degrees.

Geology majors must complete

at least 26 semester hours of credit within the department, with a 0 grade

or better in each.

Thirty hours are recommended, however, to meet civil service

requirements for governmental nonitions or to fulfill entrance requirements

to most graduate schools.
The Department of Geology at Marshall College has been approved for

eventual training toward the master1© degree.

GEOLOGY MAJOB

r

A major in geology nay he obtained. under either the A. B. or B. S. degree.
The letter is usually preferred because the curriculum provides wider study

in related scientific fields.
In addition to meeting the general requirements of the college, the
curricula of geology majors must include courses in botany, chemistry, English,

4
foreign language, geography, history and zoology.

*"
....
Courses in other fields

are recon?: ended r.s electives.
OTHER IWOmTIOn ABOUT GEOBOGY

For other information about geology at Marshall, see or write the head

of the Department of Geology, Marshall College, Huntington, West Virginia.
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ZOOLOGY AND BOTANY
AT MARSHALL COLLEGE

ZOOLOGY
The study of zoology forms a background for many fields
Students preparing for a career in

of specialization.

medicine, dentistry, veterinary medicine, chiropody, osteopathy
and many other related fields will find that a foundation in

the zoological sciences will benefit them greatly

For those who enjoy work in the outdoors courses in zoology
will be helpful.

Even the student in general education will

find that a study of the zoological sciences will enrich his

appreciation and understanding of the world and his own body.
A student who has chosen zoology as a major should consult
i

his appointed adviser or the department head in order to plan
his course of study

After completing prescribed courses the

student may choose only the courses which he feels will best

prepare him for his future profession*

The Marshall College zoology department is staffed by
three members, all of whom have the Ph. D. Degree and whose
backgrounds are

varied in the field of zoology.

1 he- student s-many’inter es ts

The department has ample physical equipment.

five laboratories available for class work,

There are

an animal room

which houses a variety of specimens*
Students interested in combining the fields of botany and
zoology may work for a major in Biological Science.

tn his

major the student will take the three basic courses in zoology

and three in botany.

He then may elect an additional eight

(more)
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i

hours in either or both fields•
BOTANY

The Department of Botany trains people in plant scienceV

,4ul

T'^y^ptaei^^them^er- ouch jobsIZas-^-greenhbuse-nrorkr~snd''*gi ving~%hesK'*
^beginning work in floral culture, horticulture, forestry and
agriculture.

Jobs are open to persons with bachelor’s degrees in
botany, but employment opportunities are much more plentiful for

those who have done graduate work in the field.
Persons with master’s Jhsgx or doctor’s degrees in botany are

in demand by industries)rengaged in canning food crops throughout
A

the world.

Specialists in the field are employed by these companies

as advisers.

Many jobs are available under the United States

Civil Service program.
BOTANY MAJOR
The botany major has an opportunity to take a well-balanced

program covering both the sciences and the arts.

Twenty-six hours of work in botany is required for a major

in this field.

Courses of instruction include General Botany, Trees and
Shrubs, General Bacteriology, Plant Physiology, Economic Botany,

Plant Morphology, Local Plants, Bacteriology: Special Topics,

Plant Pathology, and Special Topics.
FURTHER INFORMATION
For further information a tout zoology and botany at
Marshall, see or write to the head of the department of your

f
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(ZOOLOGY AND BOTANY AT MARSHALL COLLEGE-- 3)

interest at Marshall College, Huntington, W, Va,
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PHILOSOPHY, BILL'S AH) RELIGION AT MA? SHALL C0LL3G2

PHILO SOOT
Philosophy courses offered, at Marshall College are arranged and con

ducted with the purpose of aiding the student in developing his complete

nature as a noral, esthetic, religious, and intellectual being.

In studying philosophy the student comes to live with the great thinkers

of all time—the men who have thought deeply about such Questions as what
the universe is made of; the existence and nature of God; and man ard his
place in the scheme of things.

The main professional opportunity resulting from the study of philosophy
at Marshall College is a teaching career in this field.

However, a general

knowledge of philosophy is of value in other related fields>of teaching.

r

Students in the college of arts and sciences may select philosophy as

a major of minor field of study.

The student in teachers college may

take philosophy as an elective.

No philosophy major is offered in the

graduate school5

BIBLS AID RELIGION
The value of religious training on the college level is that it will

enable the student to better understand the nature of the world.

Tliis

training is especially valuable to students planning to enter the ministry.
If a student has applied himself well in his college and seminary

programs, he will find a number of possibilities open to him.

He may secure

a position as the minister of a local church or as the director of religious
education or even a director of youth work.

He may also find his interests

drawn to the mission field.
The work at Marshall has been set up in order to give the student the
(

necessary training to enable him to enter ths seminary of school of religion.

(more)
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Since these courses are open to other students than those majoring

in religion, the attempt has been made to keep them as non-technical
as possible#

Bible and religion courses may be taken by students

in the College of Arts and Sciences to fulfill the requirements
for a major or minor*

For other students in this college as

well as for those in Teachers College, they may be taken as

electives.
FURTHER INFORMATION
For further information about Philosophy and Bible ahi

Religion at Marshall, see or write to the Head of either
department at Marshall College, Huntington, W. Va*
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ENGINEERING
AT MARSHALL COLLEGE

AN EXPANDING PROFESSION
Works of the engineer can be seen everywhere.

They include

radilroads, highways, factories, power plants, dams, bridges,
industrial plants, transmission lines, radio and television stations,
machines, buildings and others too numerous to mention.

The

engineer is not the mechanic who builds things; he makes plans

which others carry out.
Engineering is the largest professional occupation except
teaching and nursing.

For men it is the largest and most rapidly

growing profession in the United States todays

The number of

engineers increased almost ten times between 1890 and 1940,

rising from 27,000 to slightly over 260,000 in those fifty years.
Since 1940 the rise has been even more spectacular.

It is estimated

that by I960 the total engineering employment will rise to

roughly 450,000.

There is definitedly an opportunity for you

in this expanding profession.

ENGINEERING

PROGRAM

The Engineering Department of Marshall College offers several
programs:

1.

B. E. S. degree

A four year Engineering course leading to the degree of

Bachelor of Engineering Science.

The purpose of this curriculum is

to provide a foundation of scientific and basic engineering
knowledge, to train in the engineering method of attacking

problems, and at the same time to give the student a well rounded
knowledge of the various phases of the engineering profession.

(more)
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ENGINEERING
The primary objectives are:

(a) To provide a basic training in fundamentals common
to the specialised branches of engineering, in preparation for

industrial employment in positions where intense specialization
is neither required nor desirable.

(b) To permit advanced studies along lines of individual
aptitude or interest differing from the requirements of

specialized engineering curricula, in preparation for technical
employment in such subjects as economics and business administration,
in preparation for employment in industrial or governmental

positions where basic engineering training is desirable.

By

the end of the sophomore year students elect one of the
following optional curricula:

General Engineering, Business Administration, Geology,

Chemistry, Engineering Physics, Civil Engineering or Mechanical
Design.
II.

Students desiring engineering training other than those

four year programs offered by the college should discuss their
education plans with Engineering Department student advisors upon

entrance.

Course selections will be made by the advisor to suit

each individual program.

Students desiring training in Chemical >

Electrical, Mechanical, Mining, and others may take at least
two years of these programs and arrange to enter the college or

university of their choice pi'oviding their academic standing

is satisfactory.

(mo re)
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ENGINEERING
FURTHER INFORMATION

For further information about engineering at Marshall, see

or write the head of the Engineering Department, Marshall College,
Huntington, W. Va*
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MODERN LANGUAGES

AT MARSHALL COLLEGE
RENC

The courses in French at Marshall College, from the
elementary to the most advanced, are designed to serve both
a cultural and a practical objective.

They acquaint the student

with the many aspects of French culture and its rich contributions
to our own civilization.

They train him to use all phases of the

languages effectively as a primary asset in a profession such as

teaching or as a secondary qualification in such fields as the
government service, commercial pursuits, and research.

In travel

abroad no language is more useful than French.
(

In addition to the beginning and. intermediate classes,
special courses are offered in conversation, civilization, composition
and literature so that the student has a vide choice in accordance
with his preferences and needs.

SPANISH
Courses offered by the Spanish Department of Marshall

College provide effective training in the language in all its areas
of operation.

A knowledge of Spanish is today becoming more

valuable in the various professional fields, such as the
diplomatic service, the intelligence branches, and other agencies
of our government.

While the need continues to grow for professional people

with a knowledge of Spanish, an even greater need is created for

competent teachers of Spanish,

The courses offered by the department

lead to an understanding of the Hispanic people, an appreciation

I
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of their culture and literature, and fluency in the Spanish
language.

Spanish is taught in thousands of high schools and
colleges throughout the country and, in some communities, even

by radio and television.

Its growth is reflected by the recent

introduction of Spanish in the elementary grades of the
Ifershall College Laboratory School.

GERMAN

Courses offered by the German Department provide intensive

training in the language for research and translation purposes.

The part West-Germany plays today in the Western World will demand
(

trained trade-consultants, research analysts and government

interpreters.

The elementary courses introduce the student to grammar
and pronunciation, based on the close relationship of English and

German.

The second year offers either Intermediate German, which

introduces the student to the historical, literary and religious
life of the German people, or Scientific German, serving the

need of the future scientist and physician.
The German Department also sponsors a modern German Club,

which promotes social and cultural activities.
FURTHER INFORMATION
For further information about modern languages at Marshall,
(

,

see or write the Head of the language department in which you

are interested at Marshall College, Huntington, W. Va.
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SOCIOLOGY
AT MARSHALL COLLEGE

Work of the Department of Sociology is designed: (1) to

lay the foundations for an understanding of the nature and

development of social institutions and their influence upon the
personality, and (2) to prepare for advanced study and researdh,

and (3) to provide training for positions in public and private
institutions, government service and business enterprise*

MAJOR IN SOCIOLOGY
Minimum requirement for a Major in Sociology: 26 hours

in sociology, including Introductory Sociology, Marriage and
Family Life, History of Social Thought, and Medicine in

Modern Society.

Recommended are the courses, The American Negro

and The Family*
A BROAD PROGRAM

The activities of the Department of Sociology are represented
by many facets.

It offers work for those who wish to major or

minor in the subject and on the graduate level one may plan his

Approximately 25 courses are

courses for the master’s degree.

available on the under-graduate level while 17 courses are
offered for graduate students*

Many departments require courses

in sociology as a part of their prerequisites for degrees given
in such departments.

Finally, students often take a number of

sociology courses as electives*

JOB

opportunities

There are many openings for students who wish to major or

do graduate work in sociology.

xhe federal government has at

least 15 areas where such majors are placed; the personnel

offices in business and

industrial concerns constitute another;
(more)
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SOCIOLOGY

city and state welfare departments employ many of them as

social workers; and teaching is the objective of some of
those who major in sociology.

The department also has many

students who are using sociology as their background for
future careers in the ministry, social work, business and nursing*

In order to implement the above program in an interesting
manner, many activities are engaged in.

Depending on the subject

matter of the course, such things as field trips, visits
to various types of institutions, audio-visual aids,

specialists in various fields from the Huntington area, and

workshops are used from time to time®

Conferences and

seminars, independent research, surveys and radio programs

make work of the department more realistic and dynamic•

ORGANIZATIONS
The Sociology Club and Alpha Kappa Delta are two student

organizations that occupy a prominent place in the yearly
program of the Department of Sociology.

The former is for all

students who are taking work in the department while the
latter is for students who make exceptionally high gradeso
FURTHER INFORMATION
For further information about sociology at Marshall,

see or write the head of the Department of Sociology, Marshall

College, Huntington, W. Va*
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CLASSICAL LANGUAGES

AT MARSHALL COLLEGE

GREEK AND LATIN
The Department of Classical Languages includes courses in
Greek and Latin, as well as those of a general cultural nature

given in English•

Although this study leads primarily to the

enjoyment of a fuller life and appreciation of our civilization
there is a vocational side, for majors are preparing to teach
Latin in high school©

LATIN ALIVE
In spite of the charge of ’’dead language”, Latin is still

surprisingly alive, for even its detractors agree that a knowledge

of Latin grammar helps in freshman college English and in
modern languages.

Since English is so full of words of Latin

derivation, a Latin student is not so dependent on a dictionary
for

hb

anings of words met in everyday reading,

LATIN TEACHERS NEEDED
The need for Latin teachers is great.

West Virginia high

schools cannot find enough people trained in the state for the
positions available.

For those who have missed Latin in

high school, Marshall offers a course in Elementary Latin.

In fact,

it is possible, by judicious planning, for one who begins Latin in

college to complete a major with a view to teaching.

Students of

-j

Law and Medicine would do well to include some Latin in their
pre-professional work©

GREEK AN ASSET
Seldom does one find now a high school postion in Greek, but

(more)
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CLASSICAL LANGUAGES

GREEK AN ASSET (Continued)

there is a practical side here also.

Many of our college

students ■wish to enter theological schools. While Greek is not

always a requirement for entrance, some knowledge is a distinct
advantage.

Marshall offers three years1 study in Greek and

could add more on demand.

Several students of Greek ancestry

have enrolled in the Ancient Greek courses and an attempt is

made to adjust modern and traditional ancient pronunciations as
well as differences in grammar and usage.

Scientific students

would find that a little knowledge of Greek would be an aid to
learning scientific terminology.

Marshall’s Latin majors are teaching in high schools all

over the state.

Although the department is small, the

number of major students rivals those of the larger departments.
ACTIVITIES

Extra-curricular activities include Marshall Classical

Association, the oldest organization on the campus, to which all
students in the department are eligible.

As a reward for

exceptional effort in Greek and -Latin, there is the opportunity

of election to Eta Sigma Phi, National Honorary Classical

Fraternity.
FURTHER INFORMATION

For further information about classical languages at

Marshall, see or write the head of the Department of Classical
<

Languages, Marshall College, Huntington, U. Va.
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PSYCHOLOGY
AT MARSHALL COLLEGE

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
Opportunities for employment in psychological fields or
work have increased greatly since World War II, but those jobs
generally require some training beyond the undergraduate level®

Such opportunities are in teaching, in hospitals and correctional

institutions, in employment and personnel services, in
government agencies, military services, and in research institute
Psychology Curriculum

The curriculum in psychology in Marshall provides the
student with the opportunity for a sound background in psychological
methods through the Master’s degree level#
<

Such training is

adequate for most positions which require only the masters degree,

or is suitable preparation for those who plan to go into

advanced graduate training toward the Ph. D. degree.

Since

World War II, an appreciable number of our majors have entered
such advanced training in a numberYlarger universities®
We are giving attention to training psychologists for state

mental hospitals, correctional institutions, and public schools®

These areas of psychological work have just begun to open in
West Virginia.

We hope that they will soon provide many

opportunities for our gradu:ites®

ORGANIZATIONS
There are two student organizations in psychology:

(more)
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PSYCHOLOGY

Psi Society, an organization open to all students interested
in psychology, and Psi Chi, a chapter of the national
honorary society in psychology.

In addition, psychology students

may be eligible for election to Chi Beta Phi, honorary scientific
fraternity*
THE PSYCHOLOGY MAJOR

The Department of Psychology recognizes two types of major

sequence, both of which require the completion of a minimum of
26 hours in psychology courses*
e s-are— ‘ ~ ’

PSYCHOLOGY MAJOR-- NON-PROFESSIONAL.
—^pre scribed:

Other

General Psychology, ■ an d P

psychology courses will be selected in accordance with the

interests of the student and with the approval of the adviser.
The student with the non-professional major will not be

recommended for professional work or for graduate professional
study in psychology.

PSYCHOLOGY MAJOR---- PRE-PROFESSION AL.

Planned to

provide the student with the background and skills essential
for professional work and training^sychology. It will include
*

the following courses:

General Psychology, Psychology-in-

Stgdstical^Metho^, Exper ^ment
sych° 1°’ ■Sft^eiii-geneei^ha^^oomi^^eve^^e^^^^ent al Measurement s , Psychologic al
Tests, and History and Systems of Psychology.

Other courses

are recommended in mathematics, zoology, physiology?a«l
(

,

philosophy.

(more)
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FURTHER INFORMATION

For further information about psychology at Marshall,
see or write the head of the Department of Psychology,

Marshall College, Huntington,
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CHEMISTRY

AT MARSHALL COLLEGE

A VITAL PROFESSION
Chemistry is the science that deals with the composition of

all substances and with changes in the composition of substances.

Chemists and chemical engineers have cooperated in
helping to develop thousand of new and useful products which
have improved our standard of living.

The PresidentTs

Materials Policy Commission declares that "the greatest educational
and scientific advances have been in matters of chemistry. n
The chemist is equally vital to America in peace or war o

There is ample opportunity for you to join his ranks a
The Marshall College Department of Chemistry has three

purposes:

(1) to offer the student adequate training in

Chemistry in order that he my gain employment as a professional

chemist or enter a school that offers graduate training in
chemistry; (2) to offer preparatory work to students who may

wish to enter professional schools of medicine, dentistry,
pharmacy, medical technology, veterinary medicine, nursing,
dietetics, engineering, etc.; (3) to offer elementary courses
to students who have had no previous training in chemistry

and may need a limited knowledge of the subject to satisfy the

requirements of other departments or to satisfy their own
desire for some acquaintance with the subject*

CHEMISTRY CURRICULA
B. S. IN CHEM-- The professional program leading to the

(more)
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CHEMISTRY
Bachelor of Science Degree in Chemistry should be elected by

all students planning to make chemistry their life work,

Placement is

usually in the more responsible industrial positions (control,

development or research), with government agencies or in graduate
schools as assistants or fellows*
A. B-—The Liberal Arts program leading to the Bachelor

of Arts Degree with a major in chemistry may be elected by
pre-professional students (medicine, dentistry, pharmacy,
veterinary medicine) planning to complete a degree before entering
a professional school*
6^4- ZfrW&'ldL.
ft• £> .
B. S-—The Technical Secretarial Course, leading to the

Bachelor of Science Degree, should be elected by students
planning to seek secretarial employment in a chemical or allied
industry*

A. S*—-The Laboratory Technologist course leading to the
degree of Associate in Science should be elecged by students

interested in entering a professional school in Medical Technology

or in securing employment as a technician in an industrial
or health laboratory*
CHEMISTRY COURSES
Chemistry courses offered by Marshall College include

General Chemistry, Qualitative Analysis, Quantitative Analysis,
Inorganic Chemistry, Inorganic and Qualitative Analysis, Analytical

Chemistry, Organic Chemistry, Physiological Chemistry,
I

Special Topics, Report Writing, Later and Gas Analysis, Liquid and
(more)
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CHEMISTRY

Solid Fuels, Physical Chemistry, Organic Qualitative, and
Chemical Principles*
Chemistry graduates of Marshall College are working throughout

the United States and in Alaska and the Panama Canal Zone*
FURTHER IHFORl-AATICN
For further information about chemistry at Marshall, see or

write the head of the Department of Chemistry, Marshall College,

Huntington, W. Va0
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PHYSCIAL EDUCATION
AT MARSHALL COLLEGE

PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR MEN

The purpose of the men’s Department of Physical Education
at Marshall College is to prepare students who wish to teach
various subjects in conjunction with health and physical

education in elementary, junior, and senior high schools*
There is an urgent need for trained people in the following
fields: directors of physical education, coaching in all sports 9

health education and hygiene, safety and driver education, and

public health and welfare*
Marshall fiedls athletic teams in football, basketball,

baseball, tennis, golf, wrestling, track, and cross country

throughout the year.

Marshall is a member of the Mid-America

Conference along with Bowling Green, Ohio University, Miami,
Western Reserve, Kent State, Western Michigan, and Toledo

University*
The sports are played on city-wide facilities.

The football

team performs in the 12,000-seat Fairfield Stadium, the basket
ball squad in the Memorial Field House, the baseball team at the
International Nicket Company diamond, track at Fairfield Stadium,
and golf at the beautiful Guyan Golf and Country Club*

Marshall’s intramural program is one of the best in the

country.

The aim of this program is to provide an opportunity

for every student to participate in some competitive sports

activity as regularly as his interests, ability and time will permit*
(more)
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This past academic year the Marshall College intramural

sports program completed S3 sports with a total of 37$# contests.
Every sport from softball and touch football to water polo and

chess were played.

The faculty is composed of Frederick "Doc" Fitch, Dr.
Michael B. Josephs, Otto A. "Swede" Gullickson, and Herb Royer.
Royer is also the head football coach at Marshall and Gullickson

is in charge of the intramural program©
PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR WOMEN

The purpose of the courses given in women1s physical education
is to train students to teach in this field.

West Virginia needs many trained teachers in physical education
(

so that there can be a progressive program developed f rom the grades

through high schoo.

Opportunities for these students who receive their degrees in
physical education are placed in various positions, including the

Y. W. C. A., high school, colleges, camps, and recreational work.
Some of the courses which are required of students majoring

in Physical Education include:
TEAM SPORTS

Field Ball, Field Hockey, Basketball, Soccer and Speedball©

RECREATION AL ACTIVITIES
Swimming (American Red Cross Senior Life Saving and Water
Safety Instructors courses,) Archery, Tennis and Tumbling.

SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES
Games, First Aid, Scouting, Camping and Hiking.

V-
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(physical education)
RHYTHMS
Marching and Calisthenics, Creative and Folk Dancing*

The staff consists of three full time members and a
graduate assistants

FURTHER INFORMATION
For further information about physical education at

Marshall, see or write the head of the department
(men or women) in which you are interested at Marshall College9

Huntington, W. Va>
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MARSHALL COLLEGE
INFORMATION DIRECTORY

If you want more detailed information about any of the
topics listed below, write the persons indicated at Marshall
College, Huntington, West Virginia.

^hey will be glad to help

you*

For admission blanks or information concerning admission f
transfer of credits, evaluation of credits from other institutions,
and registration procedure

Registrar and Director of Admissions
Room Reservations

Men, Dean of Men

Women, Dean of Women

Student employment (Freshmen are urged not to seek employment

their first semester in college)

Men, Dean of Men
Women, Dean of Women

For the requirements for an particular curriculum or undergraduate

degree
Dean of the Teachers College
Dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences

Graduate Work

Dean of the Graduate School

Summer Session

Dean of the College Concerned

Evening and extension courses

Director of Research and Field
Services

1

Veterans’ Affairs

Coordinator of Veterans’ Affairs

O
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^fARSHALL COLIE GE INFORMATION DIRECTOR?)

Fraternities and Sororities
Fraternities, Dean of Men

Sororites, Dean of Women
General information

Registrar and Director of Admissions

College Secretary
Information for the press, radio, television or magazines
Director, Information Service
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EXPENSES AT

MARSHALL COLLEGE
HUNTINGTON, W. VA.

To meet actual college expenses a Marshall College
freshman should have about $635.00 available for the freshman

This will include the following items:

year.

First
Semester

Second
Semester

$ 25.00

$ 25.00

15.00

15.00

2.50

2.50

180.00

180.00

Room (College Dormitory**)

55.00

55.oo

Rooks, Gym Outfit

30.00

30,00

Lab. fees, supplies

10.00

10.00

$317.50

75.oo

$317.50
75.00

$392.50

$392.50

Tuition
Student Activity Fee
Health Service Fee

Meals*

Total for W. Va. Students

Non-Residents Add

Total For Son-residents
♦

May be purchased in tv.ro installments of $90.00

each (includes sales tax)
** Somewhat higher in private homes (Dormitory

rate includes sales tax).
Student activity fees are paid by all full-time students.
They are allocated by the Student Government and approved by

the college administration and the West Virginia board of
Education.

The fees cover the following:

Admission to the Artists Series, $2.50; the College

Forum and assemblies, $1.00; athletic events, $ $5.00;

!
-
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and College Theatre plays, 50#.

Student Activity fees help

provide The Chief Justice, $1.50; The Parthenon, $2.00; the
Student Union, $2.00; and other student activities, 50£,

implemented by the Student Senate, which benefit the whole

student body,
Not all Marshall expenses fall due at one time.
In September all but $90.00 will be needed.

About the middle

of November, an additional $90.00 will be required.
Fees are subject to change as economic conditions vary.
FURTHER INFORMATION
(

For further information about expenses at Marshall,
see or write the Registrar, Marshall College, Huntington,

W. Va

i
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ADMISSION
MARSHALL COLLEGE

HUNTINGTON, W. VA.
GENERAL ADMISSION PROCEDURE
All persons desiring admission to Marshall College, whether

directly from high school or as a transfer student from another

college or university, must file an application on forms provided

by the Director of Admissions.

All correspondence relative to

admissions should be addressed solely to:
Director of Admissions
Marshall College
Huntington 1, West Virginia

The high school graduate must request his high school principal
to forward a certified transcript of high school credits and
graduation containing certification of grades to the Director of

Admissions at least thirty days prior to the date of registration.
The transfer students must request the Registrar of each

institution previously attended to forward an official transcript
containing a statement of good standing and honorable dismissal
direct to the Director of Admissions at least thirty days prior to
the opening of the semester or term in which the student wishes

to enroll.

To be official, a transcript must carry the official

seal of the institution and the manual signature of the

proper authority.
All applicants will be notified in writing when credentials

have been received and again after admission has been granted or denied Q
General Admission Requirements

Admission to Marshall College may be obtained in one of three ways:
1.

By a certificate of graduation and credits properly

certified by an accredited* secondary or preparatory school.
(more)
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By a properly certified transcript and statement of

good academic and social standing from an accredited** college

or university.

3.

By the Test of General Educational Development provided

the applicant is a veteran of the U. S. Armed Forces or is
twenty-one years of age or over,
TEACHERS COLLEGE

By regulation of the ’.Jest Virginia Board of Education any
graduate of a first-class high school in West Virginia, with
credits obtained in any one of the curricula provided for

high schools, may enter upon a teacher training
v

curriculum

ARTS AND SCIENCES—

Degrees offered within the College of ^rts and Sciences
require slightly different entrance credits.

The entrance

requirements for the different degree curricula follow:

A. A. or A. B. Degree
Recommended:
2 units of a foreign language

A»SoB.S>, or BoB.A. Degree and pre-professional students
1 unit of algebra, 1 unit of plane geometry
Recommended:
2 units of a foreign language
B.E.S, Bachelor of Engineering Science Degree
1-1/2 units of algebra, 1-1/2 units of geometry
Recommended:
1 unit each of physics and chemistry
2 units of a foreign language

(more)
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B.S. in Chemistry—Bachelor of Science in Chemistry
1-1/2 units of algebra, 1 unit of plane geometry
Recommended1 unit each of chemistry and physics
2 units of a foreign language

Students not meeting these requirements must make up the

deficiency during the first year*
GRADUATE STUDY
For information concerning admission to the Graduate School,

write the registrar to the Graduate School catalogue©
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July 8, 1954

I thought you might be interested in $&rsh«lVs
standing in this national study of news releasee sent

out by colleges and universities with 2000 to 3000

students*

The final report will com in about December*

Jws H* herring, Director

Marshall College InfomMicn Service

;;>•

Northern Illinois State Teachers College

Leslie A. Holmes, President

7

DeKalb, Illinois
July 6, 1954

Office of Public Relations
Mr. James H. Herring, Director
Marshall College Information Service
Marshall College
Huntington 1, West Virginia

Dear Mr. Herring:
Thanks very much for your letter of July 3 indicating that your
information service would close July 10 and reopen September 1*
Recently I attended the American College Public Relations Asso
ciation convention and looked for those people from schools co-oper
ating in my study so that I could thank them for their help and tell
them about the progress of the study. I told Mrs. Smith, who is the
president of that organisation, what fine service I had had from your
office. It is indeed gratifying to know that there are a few schools
in the 27 (who are sending releases) which will take the trouble to
inform me of their breaks in schedules for the summer#

r

Now IT11 tell you another confidential bit of information with
regard to my study. My original advisoi* at Indiana University is a
very busy man and I had planned to use March, April and May as the
months for gathering releases; but by the time he got around to okaying
everything, it was May. ’Then he named a committee member in journalism
to work closely with me on the dissertation. We decided to use
May,
and October and throw out July, August and September. How
ever, I should like to have you begin your releases with September
because there are some schools who didnTt get started early in May
and, of course, I want the best results and we may want to attempt
September and make it a four months listing.
I am enclosing a tabulation for May which will have to be re- /
/ checked and may not be totally accurate, but it shows Marshall as /
I one of the leaders in the study and you may well be proud of your /
I record. Than& you again for your splendid co-operation.
i

Cordially yours,
(Signed) William P. Froom
Director of Information Service

WPF:en
Enc#
COPIED-July 9, 1954-ah
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”A Content Analysis Study of College News
Releases in Co-Educational Institutions of 2,000 to 3,000 Students.
College or University

SUMMARY TABULATION FOR MAY
News Releases
Sports Releases

1. University of Bridgeport

3
XSX U

3

2. Canisium College
3. Carnegie Tech

8

4. Creighton University

7

5. University of Dayton

4

7

17

7. East Carolina College

11

11

3. East Tennessee State College 7

7

Florida Agricultural & Mechan^^SR-iF)

26

5

10. Southwestern Louisiana Inst.

12

12

11. University of Idaho

43

43
12

23

5
6

34

130

12

142

15* University of Maine

74

15

16. Mississippi State

57

1

39
53

17. Montana State College

63

13. University of New Hampshire

16

19. University of North Dakota

13

13. Iowa State College

14. Marshall College

7

20. Ohio Wesleyan University

9

21. School of the Art Institute

1

22. Southern University, Louisiana

23. Texas Southern

10

24. Texas 'Western College

/

5

1

17

12. Ill. State Normal University

r

9

1

6. University of Delaware

9.

r

Total

63
1

17
13

4

13
1

12

12

X 4
1

25. University of Vermont

12

26. University of Wyoming

261

6

27. NORTHERN ILL. STATE TEACHERS 55

19

902

34

1

12

267
936

I

$
o

I
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W* Va*—7-9-5^

For Immediate Release

(Registration-- 1)

The 19Jh- second summer s ession at Marshall College will

open tomorrow, July 12, with students registering in the main
reading room of the college library*
Faculty members will be in the library most of the day to

help registrants complete their course studies*

Anyone intending

to register should go first to the office of Luther E* Bledsoe,

Marshall registrar and director of admissions to get registra
tion forms and literature*
The second summer term will be six weeks long and classes

will begin on Tuesday.

Summer school students may earn a maximum

of six hours pxjsr term and a total of 200 classes are offered*

Four workshops will be offered to students during the term*
The Alcohol Education workshop is designed to give teachers and

laymen information in alcoholic addiction covering causality
theory, prevention and therapy.

Joseph M* Lichtenstein will

teach the course*

Conservation of Soil, Forests and Wildlife, is also offered
during the second summer term and will continue for three weeks*

ihe Critic Teacher will be given to assist teachers who supervise
students teachers to gain a better understanding of the tasks of
guiding student teachers*
(

/

The Music Education Workshop will be a workshop for vocal
and instrumental music teachers and will be taught by Re Wayne

Hugoboom and R* C* L. Kingsbury.
#)

4J •

MARSHALL COLLEGE ILTORi'ATIC'N SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va. -7-9-5^
(Registration--- 2)

Courses offered this term include; art, Bible, Biological

science, botany, business administration, chemistry, economics,

education, engineering, English, French, geography, geology,
history, home economics, journalism, library science, mathematics,
music, philosophy, physical education, physics, political science,

psychology, science, science education, social studios, sociology,
Spanish, speech and zoology.

*
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Educators See (tfPor^unityF()r Ca b
~

Smith, Wilburn, Nutter
Cite Great Advantages

--------------- ——
the east the beginiXeis
as high as $3,900 fr
ana
have had military F; e#611"
are given credit
ence.

. ,{the

Ihe dean said Nf pe ink
situation in this
VirIs the need for good teachers on the increase?
“Yes,” said three of Huntington’s leading educators when proved greatly if ^^’s recginia Education A^F 1m
the question was put to them.
Dr. Stewart H. Smith, president of Marshall College; Dean ommendation pert#52 Fy for
D. Banks Wilburn of the Teachers College at Marshall and crease in the begi#®s of its
Olin C. Nutter, superintendent of Cabell county schools, all teachers is adopted^0. 19'55,
major legislative
X bestated that the need for qualified’
teachers, which is always present, THE SAME situation is true of the WVEA is askisj^ ^eJ.
is greater today than it has been the social studies field in which gining salary for a4#eea, bv
, in the past because of the growing there are many teachers, but not be $3,200, $3,000
as 2many
as are needed. The deschool population and the in—
2: state minimum schedule >
creased interest in education in mand for teachers of commerce through added local
today’s complex, modern world. has been growing in recent years According to the
■ “Great opportunities lie ahead and, in fact, Dean Wilburn said, Marshall teachers college, t h
— cget
,_. _right
________
co^'
----- ,you
down _
to „,
it, number of graduate of
in teaching,” Dr. Smith declared. when
“The rapid growth of our popula no field in teaching is overcrowded lege doesn’t begin to supply the
in West Virginia although the
tion, the increased interest of the and in most there is a shortage, need
college is proud cl the fact that
public in education and the grow More men are needed in the t
ing demand for more tend better teaching field, particularly in the it is meeting the .demand better
education provide challenging op sciences, mathematics and music, f
portunities to all young people who he added. Many schools are in
have a sense of mission and a de need of band directors as well as
sire to help boys and girls be music teachers.
There are less young men en
come good men and women.”
tering the teaching field today be
IN URGING young people to cause many, at about the time
consider teaching as a profession, they would be preparing for a
the Marshall president pointed teaching career, are called . into
out that “the advantages of teach military service. The shortage of;
ing far outweight the disadvan math and science teachers is more
tages. Jobs are available, promo acute because industry with its
tions come with increased train higher salaries and attractive poing and experience, the pay is sitions is taking many of the peoimproving, employment is steady. pie who otherwise might have gone
retirement plans are provided and Into teaching.
the opportunity for a happy social “I feel that the shortage of
life is always present.
teachers has serious Implications
“Of course, teaching is hard for our American way of life,”
work, but it is satisfying work. Dean Wilburn declared. “The com
The teacher’s greatest reward is ing generation is going to have
the satisfying knowledge that he certain knowledge, skills and at
is doing a job that is important titudes, but the achievements that
are made and the efficiency with
and meaningful.”
, Dean Wilburn said he felt that which that knowled
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OLIN NUTTER
BANKS WILBURN
- ” r in-JMarshall the increase was 10 pe
’
l For thelcollge enrollment nationally
than some other places,
(Please turn to page 8)
cent, but at
1952-53
academic
year
teachers!
creased
seven
per
c-t.
1952-53 academic year
DR. SMITH

• J2—The Herald - Dispatc

I

Funds For
Marshall

I

Approved
CHARLESTON, Aug. 26 (M—The
State Board of Education recom
mended today that the 1955 Legi
slature appropriate $4,750,000 for
new buildings and other capital
expenditures at nine colleges under
board jurisdiction.
Also receiving board sanction
were proposed capital outlays at|
the West Virginia Schools for the
Deaf and Blind at Romney, Jackson County.
The requests for the Romney
schools, where the board hopes
soon to integrate deaf and blind
institutions for white and Negro
students, included $400,000 for a
structure to contain eight class
rooms and 60 dormitory rooms for
boys and girls at the elementary
blind school level.
Other proposals there included
$165,000 for a new dining room
* and- kitchen, and $100,000 for de
struction of part of the old admini
stration building and renovation
of a section of that Romney land
mark.
Proposals for the FFA - FHA
eamp included $300,000 for a dining
hall and $19,500 for a director’s
home.
BUDGETS FACE REVISION
Budgets — which also included
various salary increases and other
boosts — whipped into shape by
the board today will be sent on
to the Budget Director’s office on
the way to eventual presentation
* to the Legislature when it con
venes next January.
They will undergo checking and
revision both by the budget office
and the Board of Public Works as
they are worked into the over-all
budget document to be presented
to the lawmakers.
As approved by the board, the
budgets for the colleges and other
divisions administered by the
board reflected a 5 per cent in
crease in lump sums for salaries.
In addition to the colleges and
the FFA - FHA Camp, budgets
approved today included those for
the state’s vocational education di
vision; for the Negro schools for
the deaf and blind at Institute as
well as for the white schools at
Romney; the Negro State 4-H
Camp in Fayette County, and the
board itself. Work on the vocation
al rehabilitation budget will come
at the next board meeting Oct
13-14.

j PREFERENTIAL LIST
In all, capital expenditures of
$6,219,700 were requested by the
colleges, the schools for the deaf
and blind, the 4-H camp and the
FFA-FHA

•

31,-'
• jne legislature appropriated 31.-U

647,250 for new construction atn
board - controlled institutions.
I
The preferential list of immedlate capital needs, as recommended
by the college presidents and approved by the board, included
these five dormitory projects:
A women’s dormitory at West
Liberty State College with a capacity of 200 women, $350,000; a men’s
. dormitory at Fairmont State, ca-'
pacity 100, $200,000; a women’s
■ dormitory at Shepherd, capacity
] 200, $350,000; a women's dormitory
■ at Concord, capacity 175, $300,000;
; and a women’s dormitory at Glen|' Ville, capacity 150, $250,000.
i
In each instance, the amount
f sought from the Legislature
] amounts to only half of the esti-,
! mated construction cost. The re-!
I mainder would be met by issuance
| of revenue bonds. Other recom
mended building projects:
Purchase of land and construc
tion of a health and physical edu
cation building at Marshall Col
lege, $950,000; a health and physi
cal education building at Bluefield
State College, $600,000; renovation
of West Virginia Tech’s admini-.
stration building, $150,000.
’ NEW GYMNASIUM
I A library at Shepherd, $500,000;
I a health and physical education
building at Tech, $800,000; con! struction and repair of roads and
■ walks at West Virginia State, $60,i 000; paving of campus roadways,
; walkways and parking areas at
Fairmont State, $50,000; renova
tion and refurnishing of four dor
mitories at West Virginia State,
$100,000; and a combination audi' torium and gymnasium at Mar
shall College’s training school, $90,000.
The board switched from the
capital expenditures category to
; equipment a request for $25,000 for
new chairs and related items West
Liberty State College said it need
ed to maintain North Central Assn.
' accreditation for its dental clinic.
Expenditures for personal ser
vices — salaries — by institutions
and divisions under the board’s
jurisdiction amounted to $4,303,866
in fiscal 1954 and will total about
$4,449,798 in the year to end next
June 30. As recommended by the
board, those figures would be in
creased by 5 per cent in the next
biennium.
Board • approved outlays for
current expenses for the colleges
and schools for the deaf and blind
for the next biennium would
amount to about $1,580,588, as
compared to about $1,301,916 for
1953-55.
Expenditures for repairs and al
terations would run approximately;
$694,180, as against $509,826 for
1953-55, and equipment would cost
$903,322, as compared to $584,130.
The board generally approved cur
rent expense; repair and alteration
and equipment requests as sub
mitted by the college presidents
and heads of other agencies.

i
I
j
I
;
;
.
'i
;

■East'S Dave Kirk Joins
Freeman
At Marshall
> V.. Jar-G- -

Local athletes continued today to tifrn towards their home
town school, Marshall College, when Dave Kirk, big ex-Huntington East basketball star, announced that he would wear the Big
Green next year.
*
Only yesterday Jack Freeman, Huntington high school bas
ketball and golf standout, indicated he would attend Marshall.
Kirk, who stands 6-3 and weighs 195 pounds, was an all
state tournament choice his sen
ior year at Morgantown;" He was
82—Huntington Herald-Dispatch—Friday, Aug. 13,1954*
also named to the All-Western 1
Conference squad for two sea1
'sons and was an all-area pick
■W
twice.
%
Most Recent Choice
&
His most recent honor, one
I;
i
which probably more than any
,7-; ''
thing else was responsible for
1
his attending Marshall, was his
$
selection on the West Virginia
All-Star squad which played a ,
group of players from Kentucky.
g; <
,s ■
“At one of the games,” said
Kirk, “Cam Henderson (Mar- .
shall coach) came in and talked
to us. I watched him and listened
to him. I guess that right there
won me over. I am now really
looking forward to playing under
him.”
:
■
>
Joins HHS’s Freeman
Kirk was an honorable mention
choice to the all-state Class A
team, an all-regional and an all
sectional tournament pick for
two years. The most points he
scored in one game was 28, tallied
both his junior and senior years.
In 1953-54 he totaled 452 points,
■ while his junior year, 1953-54, he
came up with 389. His senior
year average was 18.8 points per
GENE E. KUHNS
game.

I

I

/'J

■o

Hefty Follansbee Grid Ace
Will Enter Marshall College
A six-foot, 220-pound tackle from Wellsburg, W. Va., yes
terday became the fifth footballer who intends to battle for a
position on the Marshall College freshman squad, it was announced
by Coach Herb Royer.
A strong, hefty lineman, who played his high school bal]
for always-tough Follansbee, Gene E. Kuhns gained two varsity
1
"
"football letters and was a co-captain of the squad in his senloi
season.
Kuhns, the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Donald Kuhns of Wells
burg, was a member of the West
Virginia All-Stars in a recent
game with a similar team from
Ohio. He also participated in;
track in high school.

I

He Joins Eddie Mullens, Sum
mersville back who will play in
tho North-South game this week,
Jerry Clark, a two-time all
stater from Ashland, Ky., James
Hill of Van, and Charley Dygert
of Huntington Vinson on the
list of those intending to enroll
in Marshall this September.
The big athlete had other in
terests in high school, as well,
being a member of the Masque
and Gavel, the Hi-Y, Red Cross
Council, the Commercial Club,
and participating in the Junior
and Senior class plays.
He graduated from Follansbee
this year after taking a voca
tional course. He is 19 years old.

-------------- - ------

Marshall May Switch
Framf Gct
To Coal
6c^/C'- Sp/V;/

Marshall College and the Huntington State” Hospital may. be
asked by Governor Marland to switch from a gas to a coal burn
ing operation, it was disclosed today by L. E. Tierney, spokes
man for a 10-man committee appointed by the the governor on
Aug. 10.
Mr. Tierney, who is president of the West Virginia Coal Asso
ciation, said the two Huntington I
the state’s hard-hit coal
institutions were included on a bolster
’
partial list of some 60 state-fi- industry, and also as an economy
nanced institutions handed to him measure in the face of a petition
to the Public Service Commission
by the governor last Saturday.
The committee spokesman said by the United Fuel Gas Co. for a
that a complete list is expected substantial rate increase.
within the next few days and that Mr. Tierney said that the;
all state institutions will undergo “switchover survey” may well
an engineering survey to deterextended to include many of.
mine the feasibility of a “switch- the state's large industries that
over operation” from gas to coal. are now using natural gas in their
operations.
Hope To Bolster Industry
The coal company executive
The governor ordered the inves said that the state’s important
tigation of fuel conversion in state
(Con. on Page 4, in Col. 7)
financed buildings as a move to

Marshall
(Conti,^ed From Page One)
oal industry has reached a point
‘where something has to be
lone”. He said that the state-wide
investigation of “coal vs. gas” is
being conducted under the aus
pices of the West Virginia Coal
Association at the direction of
Governor Marland.
To Oppose Gas Hikes
Meanwhile, Huntington City At
torney Okey P. Keadle said that
the city will oppose the proposed
rate hike sought by UFG on Sep
tember 29. He added that he had
not heard any more of a pro
posal that local gas customers
add a dollar to then’ monthly bills
to help finance the city’s fight.
Mayor Thompson, who is out of
the city and not expected back
until September 13, was unavail
able for comment.
Charleston’s Mayor John T.
Copenhaver told The Advertiser
that as matters stand now the
consumer’s fight against the.
utility company is “like trying to
stave off an atomic attack with
a pop gun.”
“We have been waiting,” he
said, “to see what the PSC is go
ing to do. We were told that they
would employ somebody to rep
resent the people. What we need
is an engineer of the caliber of
Paul Blouden of Keyser, W. Va.
When we say we want a gas engi
neer we mean we want a man
like Blouden, not just some meter
reader.”

The Huntington

;Daybook
|

By JO ANN HERRING
MOVE TO JERSEY CITY: Professor and Mrs. William A.
Huebner and daughter, Rosemary, 329 Fifteenth Street, wiil
leave Huntington soon to make their home in Jersey City, N. J.
Professor Huebner for the past three years has been assistant
professor in the retailing division of the business administration
department at Marshall College. He has directed the retail train, ing program here in cooperation
with the downtown stores. Prof.
Huebner has accepted a teaching
position at St. Peter’s College in
Jersey City. Mrs. Huebner and
their daughter left several weeks
ago for New York, and are pres
ently the guests of Mrs. Huebner’s
mother, Mrs. Fred Yost. During
the past year; Mrs. Huebner
served aszchairman of the new
comer’s group of the Faculty
Wiyes Club.

7/

•" i
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Tries For Popular, Balanced Meals

Marshall Dfetitian Not Hoping
To Compel® With Mom's Caakmg
1
By ANCELLA BICKLEY
/
' fflj
By ANCELLA BICKLEY
Marshall Student Journalist
“We don’t hope to compete
■
t :
• Z'
with Mother’s home cooking, but
we do try to satisfy students
*■■■■
■
•’
'»
with attractive, well liked and f
well balanced meals,” says Mrs. f
•
•.'-'
Marie Smock, new head dietitian f
at Marshall College. With two
J-y
grown sons, Arthur C. Smock
I
$
who works with the engineering I
'
5training program of U. S. Steel
' I
and Phillip D. Smock of the
££
armed services, Mrs. Smock has
brought 15 years’ experience in
food service to Marshall.
Trained in dietetics at Penn
sylvania State University and
the Carnegie Institute of Tech
nology, Mrs. Smock has served
as. dietitian for - Washington and
Jefferson College, Pennsylvania
State University and West Lib
erty State College.
According to Mrs. Smock, the
problems of student eating are g
very much the same in all
' .
?
schools. There are certain con- f
stant favorites such as hambur •*»
gers, hot dogs, chili, spaghetti, *
pie of all kinds and brownies.
These dishes are served, fre
quently to keep the students
’">:S' "
happy.
In an attempt to guide student Mrs. Marie Smock, above, former dietician at West Liberty State
eating, Mi’s. Smock says new College, has taken over as head dietician at Marshall College.
dishes are introduced from time
to time. Although frowned upon choice of foods. By the end of the
at first, if attractively arranged school term students have usu
and repeatedly served, the stu ally learned to choose a more
dents eventually try them. In
meal.
this way tastes for new foods wholesome
Since Mrs. Smock has been in
are cultivated.
she says that she
According to Mrs. Smock, this Huntington,
has found a warmth and friend
method is quite effective in di liness that indicates that her life
recting student eating, for at the
end of the year there is a great< here will be a pleasant one.
deal of difference in student
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Freshman
.
Enrollment
Up At Marshall

/-ay^y

Advance freshman registration
at Marshall College is 621, an
increase of 130 over the number
for this same time last year, the
office of the registar announced
yesterday.
Of the advance registrants, 4561
seek enrollment in the College
of Arts and Sciences and 165
in Teachers College.
i State high school students ac(count for 501 of the incoming
(freshmen and out-of-state students!
for 40. Sixty-two are transferring'
(from other colleges and three are
part-time students.
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Here’s Long And Short Of It
On Marshall Camvus tN<V «•'
_____________ _________________ ■
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By LAOMA C. DAVIDSON
Marshall

Student

Journalist

When asked about Marshall, Bill hobby is playing golf. He lives at
said, “The campus reminds me of 1678 Sixth avenue when in HunBrigham Young as far as the site tington — he quips, “Out where
is concerned and the instructional the tall beds grow".
level is about the same." Bill’s
“Being sooo tall isn’t bad," says
field is secondary education with
math as his major. He is a resi Bob, “I have no trouble finding
dent of Hodges Hall where he is ties and handkerchiefs."
sometimes called “Muscles.”

The shortest man and the tallest
man on the Marshall campus this
summer are Bill Riggs, Sandy
ville graduate student, and Bob
Hatcher, Fayetteville junior.
Bill Riggs, a graduate student
from Sandyville, explains, “There
advantages and disadvantages BOB HATCHER. Fayetteville
> are
to being four feet, 11 inches tall. Junior, is a contrasting six feet,
Bill says he retains his youth by six inches tall. Bob says that a
being
constantly mistaken for “the small child told him the other
5
son” of friends his own age, by day, “Mister, you aren’t so tall,
f paying half-fare for movies and your legs are just sooo long". Bob
ball games, and by frequently get adds, “I found the beds in Hodges
I
ting pats on the head from visitors Hall were just sooo short."
to Gilmore high school where he Bob is majoring in accounting
•s
and plans to graduate next Au
i teaches.
Bill is a Mormon and a gradu gust. He is a graduate of Cincin
al ate of Brigham Young University, nati College of Embalming and is
I Provo, Utah. His biggest thrill a licensed Embalmer and Funeral
I while at Brigham Young was his Director. He is employed part
in —
the annual Mt. time by the Steele Funeral Home
1 participation
I------- - ----- __
(Timpanogos Hike. Mt. Timpano- in Huntington.
■ gos is 12,000 feet high. His great Bob is a World War n Veteran,
jest disappointment, he says, was a member of the Masonic‘Lodge,
|his failure to find “even on® wife.” and the American Legion. H i s

/o^
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Diversity is keynote Of CoIiJlge Part-Time Jo.?*
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PAT WHELPLEY, Huntington senior, daughter of Dr. Francis W.
Whelpley, professor of chemistry at Marshall, originates decor
ative patterns for glassware at the Auburn Glass Company of
Huntington. Pat studied a year in New York.

A job for the summer! That were slightly off the beaten track,
seems to be the prime objective Pictured are those situations
»f all students everywhere when selected as representative of un
h|
toe end of school draws near. . . iusual jobs for the summer.
even the ones at Marshall College.
In most instances, jobs are
scarcities and this summer has
been no exception, according to a;
arge number of Marshall students i
who have found no job even yetJ
&
There are, of course, many stu-j
dents working at their summer!
jobs who maintain them all year!
’round and go to Marshall College!

' 4.X44^
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TENDING BAR at Childer’s Confectionery has become a full-time
job,- for Robert D. Johnson, Matewan senior. Here, Bob serves
three regular customers. He works from 4 P. M. until midnight
and still finds time for his studies.
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FAIRY BONHAM, Princeton senior, prepares “sweets for the
sweet” at Maud Mueller Candies. She weighs, packages, and sells,
everything from wafer-thin mints to the claborately-rich pecan
nut roll and the Shop’s most choice pound assortment.
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at the same time.
Several of these students’ jobs!
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A NIGHT AMBULANCE call is nothing out of the ordinary for
Charles Morris, Huntington sophomore, son of Mrs. Glenna M.
Morris, of 205 West Sixth avenue. It’s Charlie’s job to drive
I
the ambulances and hearse of Klingel-Carpenter Mortuary.
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^Marshall Hi
Classes Open
September 8

VIN WEISS, Huntington sophomore, son of Mrs. Esther Weiss,
1242 15th street, has had to acquire a fondness for lobster since
he’s been handling marine life at the Atlantic Sea Food Shop.
Here,- Vin prepares a live Maine lobster for sale, (Photos by
Douthatj Studio)____________ _____

der the direction of the education I,
department of Marshall College,y.
comprises a staff- of 1? _Je?.
and offers a full academic cur-||
ricula. School hours will be from!®
8 to 11:25 A. M. and 12:05 j
to 3 P. M.
;|
On the day of registration stu-Li
dents are instructed to pay their 11
Registration at Marshall high tuition at the office of the college I
school will open on Wednesday, treasurer, then to present their g
■Septembex- 8, and classes will con tuition receipts to the high school
office. There they will be given ■
vene at 8 p, M. on Thursday, assignments to attend homeroom |
Lawrence H. Nuzum, principal, assemblies, where they will pre
announced yesterday.
pare schedules and receive book
The school, which operates un-'lists.
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To Grant 245
Degrees Today
/
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One niagna cum laude andfour
cum laude degrees are to be
awarded this morning in the an
nual Summer commencement ex
ercises of Marshall College to be
a
held in the Keith-Albee theatre.
Miss Elizabeth Mott Burgette of
z
J :
Huntington, Teachers College, will
receive the magna cum laude seal
on her diploma. Cum laude candi
Advertiser Sports Photo
dates are:
Herb Royer, right, head football coach at Marshall College, holds a last minute conference with
Elizabeth Toney Asbury, Wayne;■ two of his assistants and athletic director Bob Morris today prior to the opening of Big Green
Ferrol Lee Dunkle, Lavalette, and practice tomorrow. Boyer, who will be starting his second year as head coach of his alma mater,
Florence Cook Nagy of Man, all of is explaining a play to assistants Danny Wickline and Sam Clagg, seated on desk left to right.
Teachers College, and Robert-Morris is seated
lower corner. The Big Green team got its game and practice gear today. See
Richard Miller, Steubenville, O.J
story below’
,
College of Arts and sciences.
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,^^^35 Vmaty Faotboll Comhdates

1 necker, dean of the University of;.
Pittsburgh’s Graduate School.
Degrees will be awarded to 245
J
students.

To Get G®ar At Marshall Today
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Head football ■ coach Herb most part, serve as reserve
Royer of Marshall College will strength for Royer, although
greet an expected 35 varsity several are listed as probable
candidates today — but that varsity players.
After getting their gear to
will be the extent of it, just a
greeting and the distribution of day the squad was to go
gear because official workouts through the usual picture-tak
won’t begin until tomorrow in ing festivities. Activities were
accordance with NCAA and -to be wound up with brief or
Mid-American Conference rules. ganizational talks by Royer
As he begins his second sea
son at the helm of his alma
mater’s football program,
Royer will have only ten re
turning lettermen from last
year’s 2-5-2 “iron man” eleven
which ran into injury troubles ,
right from the start and fin
ished the season with 20 men.
But, that finish was some
thing few Big Green support- ;
ers will ever forget. It was a
stirring 9-6 upset victory over
Ohio University, defending
Mid-A m e r i c a n Conference
champions. The ten returnees
are veterans of that victory,
labeled, greatest m. i^ ooUaae’s
history.
All the rest, are sophomores,
forming the bulk of Royer’s
first contingent of freshmen
who entered college last fall.
The sophomores will, for the

and his assistants—Sam Clagg,
Danny Wickline and Ed Prelaz.
Starting tomorrow, the squad
will be sent through twicedaily drills until the opening
of school on September 20.. Mar
shall’s first game is Septem
ber 25 against Morehead at
Fairfield Stadium under the
lights.

expanded Engineering
Is Urged ForMarshall

SOUefinite7
Bookings Are
Announced

n

An engineering education pro of the engineering program by
gram geared to the pace of “in Engineering Council for Profes
|
By ERNIE SALVATORE
dustrial activity in this area” was sional Development for “accredAdvertiser Sports Editor
recommended yesterday to the itlng by that group.”
A 20-game basketball schedule
4, Expansion of
West Virginia Board of Education
‘ . present engl- .
was released today by the Mar
at its meeting in Charleston by neering laboratory space at the
shall College athletic office with
(President Stewart H. Smith of college.
<
two games still being sought 'for
5.
Expenditure
of
at
least
$10.Marshall College.
two of four open dates in order
00?
annually
for
additional
Dr. Smith’s recommendation 1
to round out a 22-game slate in ac
equipment and engineering lab
was based upon findings of a 1
cordance with Mid-American Con
special visitation committee com- oratories.
1
Appointment of the visitation ference regulations.
posed of 22 engineering special
Athletic director Bob Morris, in
committee was approved at the
ists drawn from private industry May 6-7, 1953, meeting of the 1 releasing the still incomplete card,
in the Huntington area as well state board. All but one of its 22 , said negotiations with several
as representatives of public Jacil- members are graduate engineers '■ schools are in progress in an ef
. ities.
representing every branch of the j fort to fill dates on December 161
or 17, January 29 or March 5.
|
The report of the visitation profession.
'
.
The Big Green quintet will open'
■ committee listed Marshall with,
the season Saturday night, De
i 190 students as second only to
cember 11 against Western Re
West Virginia University in the
serve in a MAC game. While Re
. number of engineering students
serve has officially withdrawn
in state institutions of higher
from the conference, its games
learning.
for the coming football and bas
“The chief objective of the
ketball season will be recognized
(engineering) department,” Dr.
as official league games.
Smith’s report to the board said
Ten Home Games
in quoting the visitation com
CHARLESTON, July 21 WV-The
mittee, “would be in the direc
Ten home and ten away games
tion of strengthening the educa ■State Board of Education set in comprises the schedule as it now1
tional program leading to the de-• | motion today a revolutionary new stands. All.seven other MAC mem
, 8r®e_of Bachelor of Engineering^’ 11 program for determining overall, bers will be played in home-and•I- Other recommendations sub-1'long - range building needs at nine >ome series wlth six non-conler|mitted to the board included:
........
.ence games booked with seven
,
1. Giving the student an option colleges under its jurisdiction. Schools.
Raymond Brewster of Hunting-1 The only non-conference foe
on the course upon which he is
concentrating. (The committee ton, named to the board presidencj| which will be played on a homerecommended that the concen to succeed Charles A. Williamsoi and-home basis is Morris Harvey,
tration should be noted on the
traditional Big Green foe. The
of Charleston, said the new ap
diploma granted at graduation).
Golden Eagles will first meet Marproach
would
"help
the
boar<
e7e"&tofey“^ Feb™2. Educational needs of stu-l
; dents in the Tri-State Area and present a reasonable program” t< ary 5. Marshall will play the re-1
: ^urn date in Charleston Thursday,
’ the southwest portion of West future Legislatures.
f Virginia should be Marshall’s Brewster’s election came as th« F^.™tlyr 17.
Other non-conference foes in' “complete consideration.”
board began a two - day meeting elude’’carnegYe
6*e Tech, Virginia,
. 3._“At an early date” review
and in effect reiterated the group’. Washington & Lee and Xavier,
confidence in the validity of hi Virginia and Carnegie Tech will
now-disputed reappointment to till be played" on s’ucce^e ‘nights
nine-member agency.
......... —
Fayetteville,
Va., with Washington'
The Kanawha County Circu & Lee as host. The Generals Ind
Court upheld Brewster’s appoin Marshall will trade foes on each
ment by former Gov. Pattesoi night,
but a case involving the editor < Xavier Returns
the Huntington Herald - Dispatc Xavier, returning after an abnow is in the State Supreme Corn.The state initiated the actiof^6
several years, will play
originally in connection with C*e ™^sday January 13 while —
forts by incumbent Gov. Marlan^J
Lee
U invade
to name a successor to Brewste: . . .
ie House New Year's]
Arguments are scheduled befoi cat’llrf1 ”Uaiy 1’ whlch faUs on

Colleges Try
New Tack For
Building Funds
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the appellate judges on Sept.
Brewster also headed the boak nlnvprt « »n 5°me ?ames wU1 \
in 1947. Mrs. Thelma Loudin ‘durW
wSDlghts’ f0Ur
-^7

/
/
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Fairmont was renamed vice pres Carn
..
dent today for the fourth straigL , f .
the veteran,
year, with the board reappointiij
h ha
®°ac^ w111
H. K. Baer ax its secretary a
o
SZ
teacher training director.
* vrreen wnen
practice begins November 1. He
The long - range considerati will greet a squad shorn of its
of college building needs will great All-American, Walt Walowao
undertaken with the assistance of Logan, who shattered all exist-;
the schools’ presidents, on whe ing scoring records In Marshall',
behalf a confidential report v history. Walowac will play with
submitted to the bo aid today the Milwaukee Hawks in the Na
tional Basketball Association this
year.
Last year Walowac scored 548
points in 21 games, a 26.1 average
and 351 in 13 conference games;
for 27.07. In each, he won the MAC
title.
Besides them, there will be a
flock of fine veterans of the fresh
men paced by the South Charles
ton stars Paul Underwood and
Cebe^price. Here’s the schedule
as it now stands:
December: Saturday, 11 — West
ern Reserve, home; Tuesday, 14,
Ohio, away; Thursday or Friday,
i 16-17, Open; Wednesday, 29, at
Fayetteville;
30, at
at Fay
le; Thursday,
Thursday, 30,
Fay-
etteville (Marshall will oppose Vir
ffinia Tech on successive
ginia
nights,
r------ •
Yl. order of
which hasn’t been
ItonT’,”1 ?aturday
1. Washlng-j
Saturday,- 1,

XT’ of whtch hasn>t „een

hOme: Wednesday, 5,
Iawi,y: S»‘“rday. «:
Western Michigan, home; Thura-j
day, Toled^
13,
1^’ h°me; Saturday,!
15,
Monday, 17,1
Kent/ojedo,
st7£ home; ^Monday,
17,
X-i State, h°me; Saturday,
Kent
***u«y, 22,
44,1J
away;
Saturdnv
?a I
Open.
Saturday, 29,>
February
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2*55 Will Get Degrees
Fr
Marshall Friday
>’■ -

IsMW

Two hundred and forty-five persons willlreceive degrees from
Marshall College at summer commencement exercises to be held
Friday at 10 A. M. in the Keith-Albee Theatre.
Commencement speaker will be Dr. Herbert E. Longenecker,
dean of the graduate school at the University of Pittsburgh.
Of the graduates, 113 will receive Master of Arts degrees and
.six will receive Master of Science
degrees. Bachelor of Arts in
Teachers College will be con
ferred upon 99; five will receive
BA’s in the College of Arts and I
Sciences and 17 will receive
Bachelor of Science degrees in
that college.
’54 Class Totals 526
i Mrs. Veta Lee Smith, college
secretary, said the summer class
total will bring to 526 the num 1
ber graduated from Marshall <
during the 1954 year. Last June’s
class of 281 included January
graduates.
Following is the list of sum
mer graduates (Huntington resi’ dents unless otherwise noted):

i

i

GRADUATE SCHOOL
Master Of Arts
Henry Travis Addair, Lex.; George
Kenneth Agardl, Eskdale: Robert Aelker
Anderson, Winfield; Ralph John Aquino,
Pineknob; Paul Frederick Arvls, Prince
ton; Stanley West Ash, Sistersville; Laurah Austin, Logan; John Raymond
Bailey, Vienna; Nancy Jane Barton; Ancella Radford Blckley: Grace Apple
garth Black; Helen Hailey Boggs; Nora
Black Bradford, Logan; Velva Adkins
Burton; Martha Virginia Campbell;
George Nicholas Casey, Charleston; Dal
las D. Caudill, Madison; Carl Chadwick
Jr.; Kenova; Hugh Lee Clark; William
Clark Jr., Hamlin: Mary Gibson Conner,
Charleston; Pleasant Arthur Courts,
Hamlin;
Florence Eggleston Cyrus,
Spring Hill; Josephine Worthington
Damewood, Mullens; Stella DeFelice, Su-

rCon. on Page

in Col. 3)

■e Lelghty, South .Point, Ohio: Ruth •
‘Jane
brook Lykins, Ashland, Ky.; Thelma ;
Holbr
:llle Chambers Mellvain: Lauretta Sut- ;
I Lucl...
McKee.
North
Kenova.
Ohio; ;
1 ton
'enell McCoy McNepJy, Williamson; •
Joavf
fCoA 'nued From Page 1) I Pearl:1 Chadwick
McOuInn, Kenova; Co____
■asser Miller, Miller.
periorj A-Ahne
Honaker Deitz; Mar- lumbia Btoxt
i nhne Honaker
Merritt; -------Mills, 1’
-------- -----ga-ret i. K Jormlck . DeJoi
Dejournett;
Tony Effie
wick
Mosser,
...*.
Kenova; Geneva
i
Evelyn
CharlcS-U'HCluccio.
Beckley;
William Mullins, Berwind;
nciuccio.
r
’
Jerwlnd; Mildred Anna Meadows
---------Fleming
„ ' rinkard
rinkard Jr..
Jr.. ________
Madison:
, ---------Nelson Mullins. St.
it. Albans: Florence Cook Nagy,
iNcal Far%ey.
par%«y, Delbarton; Walter Marcum Man: Carol
Jean
*an Peters Nutter. Dunbar.
‘Ferrell.
" Kenova;
”
Charles
'"-skine
Erskine
Fidd FieldBetty Jewell Jones Okes.
Okes, Beckley: Betty
le Fitz- ■ Lou
son, Matewan; Blanche Gertrude
Paisley, Iaeger;
tetrer; Willa Pauline Paugh.
Paugh,
>hbr
gibbon, Logan; Madeline Harshbarger
>phia
Salt
Rock:
Sophia
Ruth
Cyrus Pinson,
Fleshman, Winfield: Wanda E. Smith Kermit: Marv Cornette
-ornette Pltsenberger;
Pitsenbarger;
Fore. Reedy; Clinton Earl Foster. Nitro;
Preast. Nallen: Marie PetJune G. France. Chesapeake; Evelyn Re
Montgomery; Dorothy Mcbecca Fulbright; Ar’__________
------ rwood; Annes Nunnally I
Williamson; Elizabeth
Riggle',
‘
“ irk RJr~
’- £
Angelina Goffredo, We
hle. Chatt
Logan; Harold Parso;
Cvclone:
Hester Oswald Green;
_ Danil’S Griffith Rhodemvre Ross. Ashland1 Ky.; Barbt
21’rv
arbara
>ara ||
Nashville, Tenn.; Mary
Val‘ .‘dinger; WuSouth Charleston: Lucile Han vrru-.-ua, o*.
’ ' .nd. Kv.; |
Albans; Harry Cedric Gunnoe, Charles
Also Pea’! Wei’s Short. Ashlar
ton:
bury. Glenfi
Glenfork; LeNora Beatrice Shrewsbury.
’tty Me- tha Harris Simms.. Bsckley;
Betty
Graci:e M. Hall. Charleston; T
_ jckley; George Tay- 1
.."nd. Kv.; Lowell Dean
Ardle Hatcher. Iaeger: Georf ,,,r
’or Stafford. Ashland.
•Hatfield. Man; Margaret Vltez ...
nth. Ohio: June
Black
wianlev, Portsmouth,
------ er. Kermit; Janws
James JorGilbert; Mary Ellen Heiner: Virginia
burn Svdenstricker,
Horne, Paintsville, Ky.: Samuel D..
_ jrt Gav; ~
Bcula Backett
dnn Thacker. Fort
Hubbard. Fort Gay: Leva Ridenour Hu;_ Trent. Proctorville.
.orville, Ohio: Lutle Me
lon. Ashland. K'
Kv.; Kathryn
man: William Stacy Hughes. Clear Fork; Dowell Turman,
— Nolan; *Welter
Joseph
Marie Walker.
'
Martha Jane Humphries, Hinton;
Hilbert Harmon Isaacs. Branchland: Walowac, Holden- Ernest Ray White Jr.,
Peggy Ann Vise Johnston; Virginia White Ashland.
land. Kv.;
Kv.: Edna Bal
Ballard
’an Williams,
Williams, Pinson
■Isburg: Phyllis Jean Willii
Johnston. Logan: Nelle Yvonne Kane, Lewisburg;
cv.: Ann Catherine Lawson Yea
Omar; Helen Vivian Kantor, War: Wil Ford Kv.:
liam Warden Kemp. Portsmouth: Mildred ger. Point
Int 'Pleasant.
Helen Keyser; Harry Edward Kight,
Funkstown. Md.: Ronald Leon Kincaid,
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Spencer; Jennings Harold Lane;
Bachelor Of Arts
Charles Clyde Lewis: Elijah Paul Lu
Catherine
Caltabiano Bol’.wark, South
Caltabiai
cas,
Man; Melvin
dn Luther
McClung.
Charleston;
Joanne
Chapman: Everett
Princeton: Edna Akers McGrr
McGraw, Beck-.--------------- . ^Joanne
. .
ley;
Clay: Cromer Jr.. Gilbert: John A. Pack. Bar- ,. Bessie Mullins
ns McLaughlin.
McLaughl
___
,
_____
_____
Romans,
Nolan.
Eleanor Virginia McLpughlln,
Huntersboursvllle:
Jack
EJIJs
McLaughlin, Hunk... ,
Bachelor
ville: Otis R. Mann, Athens; Lillian M.
’
'Of Science
rille:
M.,
lleanor Mary Bresser: Daniel William i
Eli
Martin: Rose Marie Martin, Oak Hill;
>mley. Ceredo: Charles C. Byrd; Rich- :
Bror
Floyd Perkins Meadowr*
Meadows:
Meadows, St. Albans; ardI Trevi’llan Carter; Augustus N. Fotos; •
■ _ Retta Hamrick Mei
ILou Frazier. Fraziers Bottom: Don- ;
J. Loran
>ran Mercer. Wheeling: Elaine Mead Mary Jver
Gullickson; Charles Wilford ;
ows Mlles; Fred Euj
Eugene Moore. Chatta aid E’
’ws;
Kathryn Elaine Maynard, :
roy; James Edwar,
Edward Murphy, Mahan; Mathew:
von: Jean Roberts Miller, Parkers- i
Elma Kathleen _Ne
Neundorf. Salt Rock; Whartor
Robert
Richard Miller. Steuben- i
burg;
:on. White Sulphur
Irma Pauline Patton.
...... , Ohio; George Edward Phillips, Elk- [
Springs:
ich Pauley Jr., Jeff vine,
:s; David French
ins: Dino Ouaranta, Follansbee; Joan i
rey: Eustace
Hill Pickens, Mason; Ruth Ins:
Susi
Ratchford Richmond, Milton; James Kent |
Lambert
srt Pierson;
Jerome Vlncill Pinney, Dixie; Kermit Riffle. Sutton: Byron Walter Thornton, j
Jack Eueene Young.
Roosevelt Price, Tucson. Arlz.; Martilu Kermit:
Bachelor Of Science In Chemistry
|
Puthoff: James Irwin Rathburn: Marlene
Howard Lawson Valentine.
LaVaughn Rhodes. Clarksburg; Leia Mae
Bachelor Of Engineering Science , i
Richardson; Bertha Williams Savage,
Emory J. Meeks.
Wurtland. Ky.; Harry Ouent.’n Smith,
Asi
Associate
Tn Arts
Welch: Howard Lewis Smith. Alkol:
Jack Edward
Iwaiv, Crav.-ford
Julia Stairs Smith. Beckley: Stinson
Ass"
.jsoclate In Science
Smith. Advent: William Pau! Tabor, I
lest Sml»h
tl»h Jr..
Jr., Point PleasJackson. O.: Bettv Markham Tackett. St-I1 Carl Earn<
la Whelpley.
Albans: Irene Sandv Talbert; Arthur!: ant; Patricia
Daniel Taylor. Omar: Arthur Nathaniel
Thompson: Helen Farley Thompson. Ken..«»
r
ova; Gwendolyn Tredway Thurmond,
. .•/
Kincaid: Bernard Edward Underwood,
° < te

245 Will

_________
&

New ROTC
I Head Here,

I

I

ftS. H?n GrS*I ,S»:

M““* Wlrc S"

_

Mullens;
Mary Lou Snyder Vealey. Charleston:
Shirley Anne Weaver. St. Albans; Frank
Allen Webster. Louisa. Ky.; Herman Ed
ward Wellman. Prichard; Emma Sadler
Wright. Elkhorn; Eleanor Ann Zimmer
man;
Master of Science
Charles Joseoh Ambrose; Dana Ray
, Cartwright: William >Clarence Dudley:
Joseph
Philip Martin James;
. Meyers. Ashland, Kv.; Wayne Everest
•1 Morganroth, Charleston;
TEACHERS COLLEGE
Bachelor Of Arts
Carroll
Dwight
Adkins,
Lavalette:
Howard Wandel Adkins. BranchJand;
Natala Nida Adkins, Hamlin; Mary
Cosby Arrington: Eliza Toney Asbury,1
Wayne; Eloise Clark Burney. Ashland,
Ky.; Eunice Ball Barney, Ceredo; Don M.
Bates; Easter Ward Beres, Logan; Mar
garet Bovine Billups, Hurricane; Fern
Skean Billups, Kenova: Letha Ferguson
Booton, Wayne; Robert Joseph Bradley,
’ Charleston; Ethel Geneva Stump Braun;
Lottie Marcum Brewer, Kermit; Susan
Ann Brown, Crown City, Ohio.
Also Marjorie Dunn Brownfield. Bar- •
boursvllle; Cleveland A. Burgess, Lewis
burg; Elizabeth Mott Burgette; Jesslme L.
Calandros, Logan; Carmen Alice Carte;
Myrtle Bragg Carter, Matewan; Arzola
Ferguson Clay, Wayne; Helen Frances
Collier, Iaeger; John Copley, Ethel; Lu■ cllle Cope Craig, Matewan; James Glen
Crouch: Pansy Hauldren Davis, Hurrl’ cane; Robert Lee Davis, South Charles
ton; Alice Thompson Deveny:: Gene
“
Thomas Dew, Beckley; Patrickla Ann
Douglas, Parkersburg.
Sarah Martha Downs, Parkersburg: Ferroll Lee Dunklct, Lavalette; Anne Hager
• Dunman;
Orville
Wallace
Esteppe,
Wayne; Bertha Hanes Fenney, Logan;
Shirley Joan Frampton, Charleston* Meta
Fiery Galloway. Kenova; Heard Hager,
jr • Wallace Marlon Hale, Delbarton;
Nazirah Hassen. Welch; Allie Banks
Henrv* Eunice Virginia Hofstetter, Wil
liamson: Kathleen Smith Hope. Mate
wan-Mabel Staley Hutchinson. Kenova;
Frina Mae Johnson. Riverton, Ky.; Marie
. Richards Johnston: Dolly Marie Jones,
Coal Grove, Ohio; Allen Guthrie Kenney,
LeANo’ Virginia Smith Kinzer, Beckley;
Fthel Steele Lambert, Ashland, Ky.;
Tames Walden Lambert, Wllsondale: Leo
MaTalyn We
Wolfe Langford,
fit. Roberta
Albans; I
Madison;

E. C. HARDEST? DIES
|
MADISONVILLE, Ky., Aug. 19. ■
UB—E. C. Hardesty, 64, superin
tendent of construction for the
Western Division of the Kentucky
/ Utilities Co., died at his home at
/Earlington today following a long ,
ha?, illness. Hardesty had been promi- '

zBx =» =*,-a

ter, USA, was out
■
yesterday
afternoon hard on the at Earlington,
----- ■ Fulton, Morganfield
___
___ o command
_______ of the ^and Madisonville.
heels__of taking
~
Marshall College ROTC, replacing!
=====
Lieutenant Colonel William P.
O’Neal, who has been assigned to
active duty in Korea.
. Colonel Carter formally assumed
command of the local unit Wednes
day and came to his present duty
station from the job of battalion
commander of the 279th regiment
of the 45th division stationed in
Korea.
He was a member of the United
Nations Military Armistice Com.
mission as a senior member of a
joint observer team.
Colonel Carter is a 1932 graduate
of Texas A. and M. and went on
active duty in 1940 with the 36th
Infantry Division of Texas National
Guard, some of whose units were
trapped in the fall of Corregidor
after Pearl Harbor.
Mrs. Carter is the former Miss
Agnes Chaffin, Nixon, Tex., and
the couple has two children, Mari
lyn Kay and Michael.

!

Marshall Schedules Three
Summer Graduate Recitals
r/z/jv

The music department at 'Marshall College will present three .
summer graduate recitals, one in piano, the others in voice, Dr.
C. L. Kingsbury, head of the music department at the college, an
nounced yesterday.
The programs, which will be given in the Marshall College
Auditorium and will be open to the public, are being presented by
candidates for M. A. degrees in music education.
Loren Mercer, who is band director at Warwood high school .
in Wheeling, will offer a piano recital at 8:15 P. M. on August 12.
He will be assisted by R. Wayne Hugoboom, professor of music at
the college.
The second recital will be a program of vocal music by Mrs.
Sweet-see Cook, soprano, voice pupil of Professor John Creighton,
at 8:15 P. M. August 17. Mrs. Cook is a teacher of music in the
high school at Mullins, W. Va. Her accompanist will be Miss Betty
Byrd of Pineville, graduate music student at the college.
Harold Gothard, baritone, will be presented in a voice recital
at 8:15 P. M.’on August 19. He teaches high school in Poca, W. Va.,
and is soloist at Kanawha Presbyterian church in Charleston He
will be accompanied by Jack Woods, graduate music student of
( Buffalo, W. Va.
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Daybook
By JO ANN HERRING
Yesterday in the mail, I received a letter—or article
that was heart-warming to read. It tells its own story
better than I could describe it to you!
HAVE YOU BEEN TO SCHOOL LATELY?

F

“I am one of the ‘old folk’ who received a degree from
Marshall College yesterday morning. Life, some people say,
begins at forty, but many wonderful things can happen at
forty-five or even fifty. One of the nicest things that ever
happened to me was having the privilege of receiving my Master's
degree from Marshall College yesterday at the age of fifty-plus.
“I never thought I could finish my undergraduate work,
when, after three years of college, I got married 25 years ago.
But moving to Huntington changed the situation. I went over
to the campus the Fall my youngest daughter entered her
sophomore year of high school. I really went just to put in
some time. I never at any time was made to feel that I
was a bother. Dean Wilburn, of the teacher’s college, and every
one with whom I came in contact made me feel at ease.
“I had such a wonderful time that I stayed on to ac
cumulate 148 hours of undergraduate credit before I received
my first degree. I took social studies, science, religion, and
visual-aids from instructors who were young enough to be my
sons, and they were so careful to avoid having me feel too ig
norant and uninformed in their fields of knowledge. I fi
nally got my study habits improved and went along very well.
Not too many ‘A’s, but I was just a beginner and needed a
period of readiness.
MUCH FOR LITTLE

j

“My class periods wei'e just a portion of all the wonder
ful times I had. During those first two years I was unfortu (t
nate enough to miss one convocation hour. My tuition fee en i
titled me to see all the ball games, to hear all the mar
velous music and lectures that are brought to our students
each Thursday morning, and a reserved seat to the Marshall
College Artist Series. Where else could I get so much for less
than two hundred? It has been like a continuous vacation.
“After I received my first degree I asked permission from
my family to continue. I had tried to keep the dust picked up
and the weekly laundry, done, so with the consent of my fam
ily I returned to work on my Master’s degree in education.
As I have stated before, it has been a marvelous experience.b|
I wish that every adult in Huntington could have the same
opportunity to go back and work for, and learn to know,
many of the fine people on our campus. Go back to school,
Middle-ager, go back to school!
“I would like for you to see the custodians, the people who
manage the student union, the cafeteria people, Dean Willey <
and Dean Buskirk in their guidance work; the most shy fresh- •
man and the most-assured graduate all filling their places on
the campus; They are all a part of your experience, whether
you are 18 or 50. I would like you to observe the dignity
and graciousness with which, Dr. Stewart Smith, our presi
dent, presents a local guest or an out-of-town dignitary to
his college student body. All these good things I would wish
for you.
OTHERS SEE ADVANTAGE

(

“I hope this doesn’t sound maudlin or trite, but I just
feel there are many people in Huntington who do not realize
?’• .what a fine institution our college is, and what a wonderful

thing' it is to have it right in our midst and at our disposal.
Can you, who are native to this city, imagine Huntington
without Marshall College?
“We who come in from other places perhaps can see the ||
advantages more clearly. A person doesn’t get to know all
these people and reap the benefits of their teaching without
taking them as a part of one’s life. I am humble enough to
feel that every course I took and the ideas of every instructor
I had were of great worth to me.
“Will the parents of school children and the other laymen
of Huntington be interested today in knowing how many
teachers and supervisors received degrees yesterday? Will the
public realize that these school people can be only as good as
they, the public, will help them be? To train our young
people to think dynamically and to live creatively is the
goal we set for ourselves, whether as parent or teacher; and I
to return to the classroom or laboratory on the campus of
Marshall this Fall would be a step in the way possibly to
accomplish that goal.
“As adults we often lose our sympathetic understanding
of others and fail to conscientiously accept the obligations and
responsibilities that are ours. Moral, educated, well-informed ,
persons, young and old, are the hope of our nation and world. I
Have you been to school lately?”
The lady who authored the inspiring letter above,
modestly requested that her name not be used in conjiection with it. Methinks the lady is too modest.

----------------- -—_—-fl
Students of Marshall College, ,
the Cadets are part of a group of ■
more than 1,000 college students
who participated in the six-week
Summer Camp which ended yes- i
terday.
ton State Hospital made an ap
' ABERDEEN PROVING Stressing combat readiness i pearance yesterday on a list of
GROUND, Md. August 7 — Four throughout the program, the Sum- . state Institutions which a special
Cadets frpm the Huntington area. mer Camp gave the Cadets practi10-member committee investigat
have completed six weeks train- cal experience in the field in variing ways and means of helping
ing at the Summer Camp of the ous phases of leadership, military
• the coal industry said could easOrdnance Reserve Officers’ Train tactics ahd familiarization with
• Uy switch from natural gas to
• soft coal for heating purposes. I
ing Corps here. They are Clifford various types of operations pro[ Collins of 2706 Eighth avenue, Vided by Army Ordnance. As part
The recommendation was sub-.
David W. Stallings of 343 Fourth of the six-weeks program the Camitted to Governor Marland by,
avenue, James B. Baylor of 606 <fets receive two weeks practical
L. E. Tierney, spokesman for the
Thirteenth avenue, John L. Chad- training at the Letterkenny Ord
coal group and president of thei
West Virginia Coal Association. J
wick of 2836 Collis avenue.
'nance Depot, Chambersburg, Pa.

Marshall ROTC
Members Attend
Summer Camp P

Suggest Marshall

Huntington Advertiser*-Tues., Aug. 17,1954 •[

Jim Demus, Monongah
Star, Sehcts Marshall
James Demus, compactly built fullback from Worthington, i
W. Va., today announced his intentions of enrolling at Marshall
College here next month and become a candidate for the fresh- ;
man football team.
•
;
Demus, who graduated from Monongah high school in May, i
elands only 5-8 but he weighs a solid 170 pounds. Only yesterday
Ray Burcham, Huntington Vinson
football and golf star, joined the |
growing list of high school stand
outs to pick Marshall for their
collegiate careers.
Demus, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Nick Demus, played four years
of varsity football at Monongah
and also put in three years on
the baseball team. As a foot
baller he earned first team all
state honors in 1952 and second
team honors last year.
Wins County Honors
He was selected to the 1952
and 1953 all-Marion county
dream elevens, as well as the
1951-52-53 all-Mason-Dixon Con
ference team. Last year he was
also named to an all-Northern
team.
His most recent competition
was with the North team which
defeated the South in the 21st
annual North^South game at
JAMES DEMUS
Charleston Saturday night.
To Attend Marshall
- Demus doesn’t confine h i mself solely to athletics, according He is the seventh youngster to
to his high school record. He
served on the Monongah student indicate that he would attend
.Marshall to play football next
council, played in the school year, and the third golfing pros
band, was a class officer and pect.
served as vice-president of the Burcham played high school
Lettermen’s Club.
football for three years, and
Burcham Was Center
basketball and golf for two each. j
Burcham, a 5-9, 173-pound cen He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
ter for the Tigers last season, Curtis Burcham of 2100 West
was a member of the Vinson | Road.
Cabell-Wayne League champion Other than his interest in athgolf team. At Marshall, he will letics, Burcham was active ini
play football under C
Co---------- *------------------acvh|Jdramatics
in high school.
He asRoyer and golf under Neal" B.
“ sisted in the production of seven]
“Whitey” Wilson.
plays while at Vinson.

Advanced Degrees
Two Marshall' College graduates
have received advanced degrees
from Ohio State University. They
are:
Peter Chacharonis, from Zanes
ville, Ohio, graduated from Mar
shall in 1948 and received his
doctor of philosophy from OSH
at the summer commencement
exercises this year.
Charles W. Glover, from Cor.ton, W. Va., graduated from
Marshall in 1949 and recently re
ceived his master of arts degree
Ohio State University.
—w
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Van High Grid Ace Jim Hill
To Attend Marshall In '54

~
r}[ ■ ::/ )
. Another 1954 high school graduate who started in athletics at
his school has decided to attend Marshall College, it was an
nounced yesterday by Marshall football coach Herb Royer.
James Otho Hill, a six-foot, 180-pound football end from Van
High School has said that he would enroll in Marshall in September and be a candidate for the Marshall freshman foot
ball team.
'
“
Hill, who will play for the
1C H South in the North-South game
at Charleston next month, re
—;•
_•
ceived several honors in his four
J
years as a high school footballer.
He was given honorable mention
of the official Class B all-state
■ I team, and received particular ‘
honorable mention on an all
Southern West Virginia team.
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i— -wJAMES OTHO HILL
Marshall-Bound

1

Athletics weren’t Hill’s only in
terests in high school, either.
■ The Wharton youngster was pres
ident of his class for one year,
! and vice-president for two more
years. He was a member of the
Varsity Club, and represented
his class in the student council.

The 18-year-old athlete is the j
son of Mr. and Mrs. Hallie M. I
Hill of Wharton. He also played
basketball for four years in high
school.
He became the third footballer
to announce his intention to try
out for Marehall’s freshman •
squad this year. The others were
Eddie Mullens, a back from
Nicholas County High in Sum
mersville, and Jerry Clark, a
former All-Kentucky tackle from
Ashland.
Basketbailers Jack Freeman of
Huntington High and Dave
Kirk of Huntington East also
recently said that they were go
ing to spend their college ca
reers at Marshall.

A

Pittsburgh
Dean Will ; j S :
Talk Here
'
CccU-Speaks At M. C.
Commencement

....

ii
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By DOROTHY BUZEK
Dr. Herbert Eugene Longe
necker, dean of the Graduate
School, University of Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh, Pa., will deliver the
main address at the summer com
mencement exercises of Marshall
College at 10 A. M. on August
20 at the Keith-Albee Theatre, it
was announced today by President
Stewart H. Smith.
DR. H. E. LONGENECKER
Dr. Longenecker, who has been
J-5*/
/
designated one of the “10 ablest
chemists or chemical engineers”,
has served on numerous Federal
Commissions including holding the
chairmanship of the Medical Committee Advisory Council, Depart- ,
ment of the Army.
i
Is Penn State Grad
He is a member of the Techni
cal Advisory Panel on Biological
and Chemical Warfare, Office of
the Assistant Secretary of De
fense, and of the International
Union of Chemists.
A native of Lititz, Pa., Dr.I
Longenecker is a graduate of
Pennsylvania State University'
where he received his Bachelor of
Science- degree in 1933, his Master
of Science in 1934 and his Ph.D.
in 1936. His field of study is bio
chemistry.
He was a graduate fellow at the
University of Liverpool, England,
in 1936 and at the University of
Cologne, Germany, in 1937.
He has been on the staff of the *
University of Pittsburgh since
1938 and became dean of the
Graduate School in 1944.
Dr. Longenecker is married and
the father of four children.
j

Cobbs 'Adopt' 20 Girls At Marshall
-------- ------------------------------------------------------------- -----------------------
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MR. AND MRS. COBB AND BEE BEE

By RUTH NAPIER
Most of us would probably feel
la bit “squeamish” about moving
Ito a new city to “adopt” a new
family consisting of 20 college
girls, but not Mr. and Mrs. Robert
F. Cobb, who moved here last
week from Louisville, Ky.
Their “new family” will conisist of the girls living at the
'Marshall College chapter house
‘of Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority,
where Mr. and Mrs. Cobb will be

managers.
;
'■ /[Mrs? 'Helen McGill, their son,
Mr. and Mrs. Cobb brought Donald Cobb, and all of the grand
another member of the family to children still live in Louisville.
Huntington with them who has Mr. and Mrs. Cobb were man
already made a big hit with the agers of the Towne House Apart
girls — their seven-year-old Peki- ments in Louisville, which is a
nese, Bee Bee. And plans are 41-unit apartment building. As for
being discussed now to make Bee hobbies, neither has a particular
Bee the mascot of the sorority. one but they both enjoy doing a'
Being around a group of young little bit of everything.
people is no new matter for Mr. Mr. and Mrs. Cobb reside at
and ‘Mrs. Cobb — they have a the sorority house, 1640 Fifth
daughter, a son, and 12 grand Avenue, and plan to atend the
children. Both their daughters, First Presbyterian Church.
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Dave Kirk, East Basketball Star,
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Plans To Attend Marshall Colleg e
A second young Huntingtonian
who made a name for himself on
the state’s high school basket
ball courts last winter has an
nounced his intention to attend
Marshall College.
Dave Kirk, 18-year-old Hun• tington East graduate who was
named to the all-state tourna
ment team this year at Morgan- town, yesterday told the HeraldDispatch that he would enroll
in Marshall this fall, and would
be a candidate for the fresh
man basketball team.
Kirk, who reaped many hon■ ors in high school play, was
called by several writers who
covered the state tournament,“one of the best college pros
pects! in the tournament.”
He played center for the past
two years on Huntington East’s
1953 and 1954 regional basket
ball champions, and received
honorable mention both seasons
for the official all-state -team.
Kirk stands six feet, three
inches in height, and is v e r y
fast. He was accurate enough
with a hook shot to average
over 19 points per game in his
senior year,

Kirk said that he had received
several other scholarship offers
from other colleges, but decided
to remain in Huntington.
His announcement came on
the heels of that of Huntington
High’s Jack Freeman, who Tues
day said that he would be a
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DAVE KIRK

East Cage Star

<
!

‘

*
candidate for Marshall’s fresh
man basketball team next year.
Both Kirk and Freeman were
members of the 1954 HeraldDispatch all - area basketball
team, and Kirk was selected in j
both ’53 and ’54. In 1954 both I
were co-captains of the squad. |

5 Grcdysat®
WiiM^©r§©rs

At MarshdB.

5

. Five students wil/ be graduated!
with
honors at Marshall College’s; |h
SIUILUXGX WUXM4V.UVVAMXM.ir
summer commencement tomorrow
at 10 A. M. at the Keith-Albee i|<*
"x“‘.
3* ■
Theatre.
Dr, Herbert E. Longenecker,!
t
dean of the Graduate School, Uni-pl s
■versity of Pittsburgh, will deliver !5
the address on the subject, “A
Great Tradition.” Two hundreds! fc
| a n d forty-five students will be I E
I graduated, 54 of whom com- e P
pjeted their requirements at the pi
end of the first of the two sum- j)
met terms.
Receiving her degree magnajfl
cum laude wiil be Elizabeth Mott >f|
Burgette of Huntington, candi i-l
date for the Bachelor of Arts 5degree from the Teachers Col ie
lege.
>
Graduating cum laude will be
Elizabeth Toney Asbury of r
:Wayne, Ferrol Lee Dunkle of
jLavalette and Florence Cook
Nagy of Man, W. Va., also can lj
didates for the A. B. degree it
from Teachers College.
(1I Robert Richard Miller of Steu- ih
ibenville, O., who will receive the oI Bachelor of Science degree from le
the College of Arts and Sciences,
will receive his degree cum laude ill
also.
re
Won’t Attend Ceremonies
■yAll but Mr. Miller completed ml
their work July 9. Two of those =n I
who finished at the end of them
first term have informed the col-id
lege that they will not be present
for the commencement ceremon
9
ies.
1th
Marshall President Stewart H.hd
Smith will preside at the exer-at
cises and will confer the degrees.
The Rev. John Henry Shadburn,
pastor of the Cross Roads Meth
odist Church and a Marshall grad
uate, wil> deliver the invocation

I1

(Con. on Page 4, in Col. 2)
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Stoats, Marshal! Manager For Five
.Years, Sees 'Better7 Year For Green
By GEORGE RORRER
Marshall’s gymnasium and
football dressing room now is
resting in a strangely quiet at
mosphere, lazily awaiting the
soon-due arrival of a herd of
footballers that will represent
Marshall College this fall.
Though everything appears si
lent, closer examination reveals
one busy little individual worm
ing his way in and out of piles
of football gear, whistling a hope
ful tune as he, too, makes ready
for the Big Green gridmen.
He’s Dwight Staats, a Ripley,
W. Va., senior who is entering
his fifth season as manager for
Marshall’s football squad.
Little Dwight seems a little
happier this year than last, and
on being asked why, he’s happy
..to tell you. “We’re going to be
a lot better than we were last
year. Just you wait, there’ll be
no more of this “iron man’’ stuff
of playing, football with 10 pounds
of tape on a player’s leg.”

He was referring, of course, to
the difference in the sizes of this
year’s Marshall squad and the
“iron man’’ group of 1953 that
finished the season with an al
most unbelievable 19 men.
'
This spring around 60 gridders
worked out with Coach Herb
Royer’3 Mid-American Confer
ence football team. And at least
40 are expected back for action
come the September 1 practice
opening date.
That’s why Staats — who has
seen them come and go in his
four years as manager — is look-
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DWIGHT STAATS

‘We’ll Be Better’
ing for a happier year this sea
son at Marshall.

Dwight, who came to Marshall
five years ago on a football
scholarship, is a veteran of four
years in the moleskins at Ripley. He played in the NorthSouth game, and gave a good
account of himself despite only
weighing 150 pounds.
The whole story of why he be
came a manager instead of a
football player is told by relat
ing his present weight — 150
pounds. “The corn they fed me
at Marshall just didn’t seem to
take,” he said.
Staats calls

victory over Mid *- Ameri
can champion Ohio University
last season his biggest thrill in
sports. The Big Green, down to
19 men through injuries and
other mishaps, upset the mighty
Bobcats, 9 to 6, for one of the
“biggest” victories in school his
tory.
Staats has just returned from
the Marshall ROTC’s summer
camp at Ft. Monmouth, N. J.,
and he plunged into his football
tasks immediately. The 22-year•old English and Physical Educa
tion major is married to the for
mer Barbara Easter of Ripley,
who is employed by the Mar
shall cafeteria.
This year Staats will train a
couple of other youngsters to do
the job that he has handled so
well over the past five seasons.
They are Joe Hunnicutt, a basketballer from Princeton, and
Bede Hassan, a Welch junior.
And, if they can keep the Big
Green players’ spirit up—as well
as their equipment—as well as
Staats
has done, they can be re
’
garded
as fit replacements for
’
the
peppery little custodian of the
'
.- •'gear at Marshall.

Ashland Grad, HHS Star Will Go To Marshall
•*x• '/■ ‘
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Beckley's Phil Fisher
To Attesid Marshall
5/3

^7

The names of Philip A. Fisher and George Hamrick have
been added to the Marshall College football roster for next month,
the athletic department announced today.
Fisher, who stands 5-11% and weighs 184 pounds, is a former!
Beckley high school football stickout.
Hamrick, from Webster Springs, is returning to Marshall
after completing his Army duty.'
He first enrolled here in 1950 andjp
now stands 6-2 and weighs 210
pounds.
Fisher, son of Mr. and Mrs.
F. E. Fisher of Beckley, won four1
letters in high school football, two
in wrestling and one in track. 1
He’s a football guard and re
garded as one of the finest pros- j
pects in the state. He’s an excep
tionally fast runner.
Enrollment at Marshall College
Both will report to head football
coach Herb Royer on Monday,, for the fall term beginning Sep
tember 13 may be larger than
August 30, when football equip
ment will be issued to all candi
that of last year, advance registra
dates in time for the first prac
tion figures indicated yesterday.
tice session on Wednesday, Sep
Luther E. Bledsoe, registrar and
tember 1.
director of admissions, said 426
Last week, three prominent lo
students had been admitted as of .
cal athletes. Jack Freeman of
Huntington high; Dave Kirk of
July 31, compared with 310 at the
Huntington East, and Charlie Dy-1 same time in 1953. Enrollment in
gert of Huntington Vinson, all an .teachers college was 118, and in
nounced they would attend Mar
the college of arts and sciences
shall.
Freeman is a fine golfer and 308.
basketball player, Kirk a basket
A breakdown, with 1953 figures
bailer and Dygert a football star. in parentheses, follows:
West Virginia high school grad
uates 347 (279); out-of-state high
school graduates 24 (19); ad
mitted by passing general educa
tional development test 8 (0); col
lege transfers 46 (18), and parttime students 1 (0).
' The early registrants included
219 men and 207 women.

22 Awarded |
Scholarships
At Marshall
v />. 4 1

r

By VERONA GRAHAM
Twenty-two ‘ scholarships have
been granted for the fall term at
Marshall College, according to Luthur E. Bledsoe, registrar at Mar
shall.
The LeJohn Manufacturing Co.
scholarship went to Delbert O.
Martin, of Chester.
West Virginia Steel Engineering
scholarship to Harry Meadows,
Beckley.
j

.9
I

Marshall
Enrollment

THREE placement scholarships
were awarded, one to Betty Lou
Cornett, North Fork; Duane Ellefritt, West Union and Donna Lou
Lawson, East Bank.
The following were granted
anonymous scholarships;
Kloris Ann Bressler, Hinton; Alvin J. Arnett, South Charleston;.
Danny Goulding, Huntington; Lora;
Winnings, Rainelle; Joseph Calla
ghan, Charleston and Grayson
Rogers, Lewisburg.
The West Virginia Board of Edu
cation scholarships were awarded
to Myrtle Brewer, Kermit; Eve
lyn Ann Grose, Crumpler; Nancy
Carol Hefner, Lewisburg; Wanda
Lee Jacobson, Charleston; Helen
Ruth Locke, St. Marys and Ruth
Ann McCallister, Lookout.
The students awarded this schol
arship are chosen by a committee
of the board of education with
Rex Gray, principal of Marshall
elementary, chairman.

Rise Likely

IJ

THE STUDENT government
scholarships went to Robert A.
Steorts, Clay; Janice Leach, Ches
apeake, W. Va. and Linda Jo Har
less, Mallory. The candidates for]
this scholarship is selected by a[
committee composed of members
of the student government.
The Civitan and Rotary scholar
ship to Carolyn Jean Mitchell,
Glendale and Frank Hollister Turrill Jr., Huntington.
Donald Armstrong, Ellen Grove,
was recipient of the African Violet
scholarship.
The scholarships with the excep
tion of the Board of Education and1
the student government are chosen!
by a board composed of the Dean
of Women, Dean of Men and the;
President of Marshall College with!
} Mr. Bledsoe as chairman.
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Lt. Col. Carter FSew

Atarstell KOTC Used
a..

\

Lieutenant Coloner Tiller E.
. .7
, • ; ’ v <zzz«
Carter, U. S. Army, has been
appointed head of , the Reserve
B'B
Officers Training Corps at Mar
\
Q
shall College, it was announced
Ifihis morning. Colonel Carter as
*W
sumed command Wednesday, re
placing Lieutenant Colonel William
.
. ■ 4 •
P. O'Neal.
a Colonel Carter sai,d this morn
ring he hoped io maintain th e
' ,
{'‘high standards” set by the >
jROTC here.
t Before his assignment to Mar- ' K*< B: <
f
i-shall. Colonel Carter was b a ttalion commander of the 279th In
fantry, 45th Division, in Korea. He
^participated in the final campaign
/4.
aof the Korean conflict.
EOn Joint Observer Team
Shortly before the armistice f■■■'"
^was signed, he joined the United
s
TNations component, Military 1 A
MArmistice commission, as a senior
W
,7
mmember of a joint observer team. fcgfeK....
^^.3^
st.
i
/Con. on Page 4t in Col. 3) i&fr.
TILLER E. CARTER
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Miss Sharon Workman, above, military intelligence analyst in
Japan with the U. S. Army Air Forces the past two years, will
arrive home the middle of August. She is a Marshall College
graduate and former Huntington newspaperwoman,. < (Story inj
Miscellany.)

